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3FOREWORD

Rapid advances made in helicopter and V/STOL aircraft development
during the past few years have created many new and unique design require-
ments. In the field of dynamic loads, in particular, an increasing number
of problems have required fundamental research in mechanics, aeromechanics,
and physics to acquire the understanding necessary for the development of
satisfactory methods of solution. Specific research has resulted in significant
advances in the "state of the art" of prediction techniques for dynamic loads
on helicopter and V/STOL aircraft. The objectives of this Symposium are to
aid the dissemination of the latest research results and to provide a timely
opportunity for open discussion among specialists in the field of current and
fature "dynamic load problems associated with helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft".

In keeping with these objectives, the first two days of the Symposium
are devoted to the presentation and discussion of specific technical papers
on various aspects of dynamic load problems which run the entire gamut
from basic research to design methods. In addition, m third day is provided
for a review of the current and future dynamic load problems by panels
composed of outstanding representative.s from the helicopter and V/STOL
aircraft industries.

The proceedings of this Symposium have been bound in three volumes -
one volume for each day of the general meetings, and one for the panel meetings.
We are indebted to the authors for preparing their final manuscripts in a form
that could be directly reproduced. This material was published herein as
provided by the authors and was neither checked nor edited by CAL or TRECOM.

The sponsors of the Symposium are grateful to the many people who
contributed to its success. In particular, our thanks go to Colonel N. A. Gage,
Jr., Commanding Officer, U. S. Army Transportation Research Command,
and Mr. H. A. Cheilek, Vice President - Technical Director, Cornell Aero-
nautical Laboratory, Inc., who opened the sessions; to Major General W. J.
Ely, Deputy Commanding General, U. S. Army Materiel Command, for his
address at the Symposium dinner; to the four session chairmen

Mr. B. Kelley, Bell Helicopter Company

Mr. W. Gerstenberger, Sikorsky Aircraft Division of the
Im United Aircraft Corporation

Mr. R. Boswinkle, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,~Langley Field

and to the two panel chairmen --

pae



3'Mi. J. G. McJ~ugh, Chief, Aeromeebanice Group, U. S. Axmy
Transportation Research Command3 Mr. T. R. Baldwin, Developmnent Divioion, Army Materiel Command

* and most espetially, of course, to the authors and panel members without3 whom there wld not have been a symposium on dyrnamic load,

I SYMPOSIUM CHAIRMEN

Richard P. White, Jr. (CAL)

John E. Yeateu (TRECOM)
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DYNAMIC LOADS IN A RIGID ROTOR FROM

FULL SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS

S. F. Johnston, Manager, Flight Dynamics Department
J. E. Rhodes, Group Engineer, Helicopter Dynamic Loads
R. H. Cotton, Research Specialist, Flight Analyses

INTRODUCTION

In setting up the high speed rigid rotor research program on the
XH-51A, it was soon recognized that a wind-tunnel test program prior

to flight would expedite and increase the safety of the flight test program.

I With the aid of BuWeps, TRECOM, and NASA personnel, it wai decided

that a ful-scale test using as much as possible of the flight hardware

I would be most advantageous. In addition to verifying and/or improving

the loads, control, and performance prediction methods for the rigid

rotor, such a test would also provide a good checkout of the flight

components. Accordingly, these tests were conducted in the NASA Ames

40 x 80 foot wind-tunnel in two phases during February and Augu stb 1962.

This paper discusses the dynamic stability and dynamic loads aspects of

those te sts.I
(' Additional material relative to the XH-51A rigid rotor research

helicopter is available in References 1, 2, and 3. Reference I covers

* ome of the basic design considerations, particularly in the dynamics

area, Reference 2 the loads prediction methods, and Reference 3 is an

overall progress report on the research program up to May 1963.
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[BACKGROUND

During the CL-475 program a whirl tower test method for the rotor system[had been evolved which contained fuselage pitch and roll representation, Figure 1.

In essence the rotor was mounted on an inertia frame which represented the

[fuselage. This simulated fuselage contained all the rotor controls and a pilot's

seat fr6m which the rig could be controlled in a manner similar to that on the

actual flying machine. Power to the rotor was fed from an external source. The

inertia frame was gimbaled to a fixed frame rigidly attached to the deck. The

pilot on the whirl tower was thus able to apply given lifts, pitch and roll about the

gimbal. While this proved an excellent tool for checking rotor stability and control

characteristics in hover the essential element of forward velocity was missing.

The rotor blade was fully instrumented and it was proposed to go up in

speed on the vehicle in small increments carefully monitoring loads and stability

trends at each step.

fThe problem presented in this approach was the fact that one of the more

critical areas, transition, was approached almost instantaneously in the 15 mnh to

S 35 mph range (Figure 2 shows the typical cyclic load plot vs. speed). To provide

coe6agie in this knge an Electra turboprop aircraft was run in front of the whirl

tower. This gave up to a 40 mph sliputream which although somewhat turbulent

provided the necessary assurance. The pilot was able to fly the rig in this
turbulence without difficulty. It was from these early experiments that the potential

of ground testing in the wind tunnel became apparent.

I
U
U
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NASA AMES 40 X 80 WIND

TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM

CL-475 experience had indicated one very important factor. In-plane and

higher-frequency loading levels and stability choacteristics depended on the rotor-

body interrelationship. The more dynamic analysis would progress the greater

the realization that the rotor was not an entity on it own. The dynamic systemE was interdependent (Reference 1). With the help and guidance of NASA, TRECOM
an. BUWEPS personnel an ambitious program for testing the XH-51A rotor-body

s-t,tem was evolved. The ground rules were as follows:

(a) The rotor-body dynamic relation ship should be simulated to theIdegree to make load level measurements meaningful.

(b) The control system including the prime stability items should be

represented.

(c) The complete system would be flown with only translation movement

restricted. The control system was to be similar to that of the vehicle.

(d) Provisions should be made for varying prime control characteristics.

(e) Complete load measuring instrumentation would be provided.

(f) The rig would be designed to allow its complete functional check out

before installation at AMES.

The success of the program was dependent on three prime items.

(1) Aerodynamic simulation

(Z) Dynamic simulation

(3) Ability of the control personnel to be able to fly the rig from a remote

station.

The only question with respect to aerodynamic simulation was the effect of the tunnel

walls and possible free stream turbulence. This problem can best be understood by
S comparison of the item to be tested to the tunnel size. Figure 3shows terig

mounted in the tunnel. In retrospect, aerodynamic simulation proved to be excellent
except at very low speeds and hover. In hover the rotor tunnel wall effects created

considerable turbulence. This problem was overcome oy rning -'t a , '&s

10-degree nose down attitude to provide down stream flow.

3
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IDynamic simulation, at first very ambitious, had to be modified for

practical reasons and for some of special stability problems associated with the

test rig. These will be discussed later.

IDESCRIPTION OF TEST RIG

i ~ Figure 4 shows the final test rig. This rig could be mounted either on a

support structure for whirl tower testing or on the AMES tripod electric driven

shaft system. The pitch, roll and collective control systems were operated by

electric actuators; the control of these actuators was outside the tunnel in a

control station. The mount system freedom was o prime importance for dynamic

a4mulation. Figure 5 shows the initial objectives and those finally used.

A fuselage having the external shape of the XH-51A was mounted on the

inertia frame, the object being to obtain as much information on aero charac-

teristicd as possible from the tunnel tests.

iI INSTRUMENTATIONI
The blade was instrumented to obtain #he blade flap moments at seven3 panwise stations and t:.e chord or in-plane moments at five stations. At any one

time the complete spanwise bendings on one blade were obtained along with the

root bending moments on the other two blades. All blades were strain ghuged so

they cozid be hooked up at any time. Figure 6 shows the locations of the loads

n-asur17entE on the hub and blades.

TEST PROGRAM

S- -



DYNAMIC STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Early consideration of whirl-tower and wind-tunnel testing indicated two

distinct areas in which the stability of the gyro-controlled ri gid rotor would be
compromised by the conditions of test. These problems were confirmed during

the testing and a third was found. Fortunately, solutions were available for
each problem that would not compromise obtaining vald rotor dynamic load! data.

Whirl-Tower Mode - The first problem area was dubbed the "whirl-tower3 mode". It arose from the use of a remote power source to drive the rotor. A
universal joint coincident with the body gimbal center was provided in the rotor

drive shaft to permit th', body to pitch and roll.

If the body and rotor are moved in roll (for exan-ple) the resulting moment3 system due to the drive torque is shown in Figure 8.

The displaced rotor shaft absorbs the lower shaft drive torque partly as

torque in the displaced plane of rotation and partly as a moment bending the upper

shaft forward - a pitching moment if the rotor and shaft are displaced in roll,

or a rolling moment if the rotor is pitched. Since the rotor is flexible, the upper

shaft will tend to pitch in the direction of the unbalanced mioment. This willIslowly precess the gyro in pitch, due to friction and other momepts which are

always at work tending to erect the control gyro normal to the rotor shaft. Thus

the gyro and rotor will have an angular velocity in phase with w applied moment.

If the body is free in both pitch and rolL about the gimba s, the system is

LI spirally unstable in an advancing mode, the rate of spiral divergence being

proportional to the rotor torque and the characteristic erection time of the gyro.

j Inasmuch as this "whirL-tower mode" did not Ghow up in the whirl-tower

tests of the rotor system for the lower-powered CL-475, it was hoped that the

higher-powered XH-51A system would also be relatively free of it. Howbver,
the spiral instability occurred during early hi gh-ift, nignh-power tewsv. iecovery

was made by caging the body. Further difficulty was avoided by stiffening the

body mounting in roll, LftnIitree to pitch. The roll control inputs were there-
titer based on roll momentu rather than roll attitude idication.
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It should be reiterated that the "whirl-tower mode" is associated with a

remote drive, and cannot occur in free flight.

Wind-Tunnel Pitch-TJV - The second area in which the difference of test3 conditions from free flight introduced stability proble...d was the pitch stability

in the wind tunnel at forward speed.

I In the wind tunnel, pitch attitude is synonymosus with angle of attack,

whereas in free flight the freedom in plunge makes it necessary to maintain a3 pitch rate in order to maintain an angle of attack other than that for steady

flight.

3 Pitch stability in the Lockheed rigid rotor system is obtained from the fact

that the control gyro tends to remain fixed in space, so that a change in rotor

attitude produces a corrective feathering input. The gyro will however, precess

slowly to erect nornal to the shaft, slowly removing the corrective input. In

S free flight this erection rate is small compared to the rate of pitch required to

maintain an out-of-trim angle of attack, with the result that the vehicle is

stable vth respect to angle of attack. In the wind tunnel, h-wever, this erection

rite produces a slow divergence. It was assurzsd that the operator controlling

rotor attitude could hanv'Ie -this slow divergence satisfactorily. The control

rates available were slow enough, however, to cause the operator considerable

trouble. During a 75-knot run it became necessary to cage the system due to
a pitch-up. The remainder of the tests at and above 75 knots were run with the

i7ii caged, although it later became necessary to reduce the caging stiffness

3 in pitch in order to provide the solution to the third potential dynamic instability

associated with the wind tunnel test conditions.

I Regressive Whirl Mode - The characteristic wobble of a gyroscope will

be in an advancing or regressing mode depending on whether the forces acting

on it are destabilizing or stabilizing, respectively. A toy gyroscope spinning

atop a table (force of gravity destablilzing) will wobble in the sane direction as

* - .o. S 7Y.....jw wLd&AQ WW "Utr~n toce U%

gravity stabilizing) will wobble in a direction opposite its rotation after a disturba e.

In changing by stages from a system free in both roll and pitch to a ystem

restrained about both azo,, the charaoteristic dynamic motion of the rotor had

1 6



3changed from an advancing mode characteristic of free flight to a regresive mode.

The effect of this change begax to appear in testing at 100 knots at a 10-degree

3 lnose down attitude, when a beat frequency began to appear in the traces of the

blade chord bending. .A typical trace is shown in Figure 9. Inasmuch as the beat

frequency was very close to the regressive chord bending frequency as seen in

the non-rotating system, it was concluded that the trace indicated an incipient

dynamic instability. The boundaries for these occurrences, in terms of rotor

attitude versus speed, are :shown in the lo'ver part of Figure 9.

3 Fortunately, dynamic analyses of the wind tunnel test conditions were in

process at the same time. These analyses showed the possibility of such an

instability. More importantly, they showed how to cure the instability. The

results are given in Figure 10, xhowing the system stability as a function of the
body pitching frequency against the wind tunnel balance tripod. The system is

stable for all body pitch frequencies below 1. 6 cps, and unstable for all higher

frequencies. The cut-off frequency of 1. 6 cps is the regressive chord bending3 frequency as seen by the body. At suppo:'t frequencies below 1.6 cps, the body

would pitch out of phase with the chord bending, and the regressive whirl mode

I pattern would be broken up. The support stiffness was then modified by placing

rubber blocks on the balance tripod platform against which the body was pulled3 by the caging cylinders, and adjusting the spacing of the rubber blocks until the

body pitch frequency was reduced to 1. 5 cps. This minimum margin of 0. 1 cps

wa s selected in order to maintain the maximum possible pitch stiffness

I (approximately 150, 000 ft. lb. per radian), and because the physical relation-

chips indicated by the dynamic analysis made good sense. From this point

testing proceeded up to the maximum speed with no further dynamic problems.

Adoquacy of Simulation - From these experiences it can be concluded thatI the low-frequency dynamics of the rigid-rotor helicopter cannot be simulated

with a restrained model in the wind tunnel. The simulation improvea for frequenciesII
I i bove th4 body restraint frequencies, inasmuch as the phase of the body response

becomes similar to free flight. The relative amplitudes of body-rotor interactions

5 are nornally satisfactorily simuated at frequencies above twice the body

restraint frequency,

I With respect to the rotor dynamic loads for steady flight coxiditions -
level flight at any simulated gross weighto drag, or longitudinal or lateral c .

diplacom eat - thktgimulation is very good. Tht IP vetical bending accurately

reflect tbsa blade loads du to s#tady body momenta. TheI i ,plaws beading



requires no body reaction and is thus independent of the conditions of restraint.

The 2P and 4P vertical and in-plane blade loads in a 3-blate rotor are reflected as

3P to the body, which is well above the body restraint frequency. Normally these

blade loads will be well simulated if the body-rotor springing is simulated, althozgh

the body responses are more open to question.

The 3P blade loads are collective in a 3-blade rztor. The vertical bending is

most important, inasmuch as the aerodynamic input is appreciable and the blade
second bending frequency is near 3P. Analyses indicated that as long as the body

.appeared massive to the rotor, the degree of massiveness had little effect on the

'blade 3P responses in the riznge investigated, which was from one-quarter to full

effective body mass. Vertical springiness between the rotor shaft and the body

may, however, have a strong effect on the blade loads. Proper simulation is

important if this connection is relatively flexible.

The 3P in-plane responses were not properly simulated because of the

3 high inertia of the drive mechanism, but these have proved negligible both in

flight and in the wind tunnel.I
ROTOR DYNAMIC LOADSU

The methods used in loads prediction work was based on Reference 2. The
level flight loads are dependent on:

1 1. Body moment due to center of gravity offset and aerodynamic

pitching moment.

3 2.' Vehicle attitude and speed which dictate collective and cyclic

blade angles.

IIn the .AMens tunnel the attitude of the vehicle was set by tilting the tripod

7haiz .';uiuu waw Panso on un aesumea orpg tor the vehicie. A check on

ts drag from tunnel balance measurement was difficult due to the large tare

drag of the tripod. In order to provide a complete coverage the vehicle attitude

was vatted at each alped point up to 40 knots.

In- cbmparing predict*d, n.flight, and Ames data it should be realtied that

+bb 'M4 vehicle condition whith is Id tioal for all three in' termd of body

hoht, lHit, spbed, drag tc. li not always pyosible. The load levels ihereforev,



can only be thought of as general trends as a function of speed. At Ames, ior

example, the operators had to tqim out both pitch and rofl moments using an12 indicator liniked to the load cells. At the instant of taking the record, there was
often quite Q high level of body momen~t left untrimmed.

In spite of these variables the plot of cyclic in-plane moments at the hub

vergus speed, Figure 11, shows good agreement with predici d vzlues. These

valueoi Pr redominantly one per revolution and fax-it -A&Ode.-0

G~ood agreement with the one per r'0voution first mode flapping and

steady flapping was obtained when full consideration was taken of the body

~~ moment and lift for the particular condition. Tijure U~ hews the UP flapping

moment distribution comparison between measured and predicted values.

3 Loads prediction for the ZP, 3P. and higher harmonic* was less sophisti-.
cated at the time the wind tunnel tests were made, inasmuch as the levels

3xrio .rb 75 e irence indi~ao yt e were df less importance
to rotor fatigue than the effects of c. g. offset and fuselage aerodynamic mo 'Monts.3 The early analyses did not include considerations of vortex shedding at low

speed or of the energy adm~ittance of the harmonic airloads into the higher modesU of blade bending.

Figure 13 shows comparisons of the hub ZP and 3P flapping moments vs.3 speed. The ZP moments measured in the tunnel were generally higher than

predicted. These moments were effectively removed in the flight article byU providing a shaft mountiug frequency below 3P. This resulted In a 17% reduiction

of the pitch stiffness of the body relative to the rotor plane. This elimination ofI the ZP blade loading is an example of the importance of the body-rotor dynamic

interaction14 Referencel.

I The 3P hub flapping moments were found to be of consequence throughcul

the flight regime. The xlight results are in general agreement with the wind-
m tunnel up to IUp bnots, ari.naicate a iaigher rate ot mncreace above vm opera.

Bddy -rotor. a.dtric interactiona is prime impottance in the ZP Aud 3PU dymamic raiponsem. The X-SlAkotor has'a second mode flApplng frqaticy

very near 3P as shown in Figure 14, Tke exact phasing and combined froquericy

Is depondent on the mass springing below the rotor. F'iguwi 15 v~hch is extracted

from Reference I shows this relationship.
JIM_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _



A reasonable tolerance on the higher freqvncy loadings is accoptable ak.

they contribute less than 50% of the total cyclic moments causing fatigue damage.

Figure 16 shows the total cyclic flapping moment at the hub versus speed measured

at Ames, and the contribution of the 3P ccmponent.

FULL SCALE VS. MODEL TESTLNG

3 The prime advantage of full-scale wind-tunnel rotor testing as compared

with testing at model scale is that actual flight hardware is tested, minimizing

the difficulties in f ate rpretation from wind tunnel to flight results.

Aside from the obvious advantages of testing at true Reynolds and Mach3 numbers, the full scale hardware has the further advantage of including the true

effects of the non-linearities due to friction and dynamics of the various mechanisms.

5 Mechanical malfunction is often the ttigger for catastrophic failure. A good

overall dynamic desigr, can be ruined by poor mechanical detail. Ful scale testing

is the only way to cover this important area. The Ames test uncovered two

important problems in this category.

3 The first was the failure of a blade due to the separation of a poorly bonded

leading edge balance as described in Reference 3. This failure led to complete3 redesign of the blade to provide redundancy and inspectability in the blade-4ub

system. The discovery of this weakness alone justified the full scale wind tunnel

3 program.

A second less catastrophic discovery involved the feathering bearings. In

surveying the x ecords, the feathering angle trace showk~flat top to the sine

curve. Examination of the bearings showed that they tended to seize duerto locking

of the needles in the roller bearings. The design was immedately irpproved to

correct the situation.

The bearing sticking would have shown up in the flight vehicle as poor and

erratic dynamic characteristica. The true , might have been difficult to
tace in flight tests because of the reduced Instrumentation possible in the flight

vehicle.
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The prime disadvantage of full-scale r-.toc testing lies in the large rotational
energy in the rotor, making the tests always somewhat hazardous. For this reason,

no testing in known hazardous areas, such as fully developed retreating blade stall,

was planned. The exploration of hazardous areas is better done at model scale where

the d4nger to test personnel can be orders of magnitude less, and the cost of the
many replacement parts likely to be required is correspondingly less.

I CONCLUDING REMARKS

In re-iewing this experience of testing the XH-51A zigid rotor up to 160 knots

in the NAS. Ames 40 x 80 coot wind tunnel, it was co:-,luded that the prime objectives
3 had been Achieved. The hardware had been wrung out and important mechanical

deficiencies had been found and corrected. P]roof and further understanding of

the fundamental dynamic behavior of the system, within the imit imposed by the
necessary wind tunnel restraints, had been obtained. The blade dynamic loads

associated with steady flight hand been determined.

Should all new rotor systems be tested in this manner? There'is probably

no general answer to this question. Full-scale wind tunnel testing is not a substitute

for the necessary development flight testing; it is rather a means of increasing the

safety of the flight work and of getting un early lead on some of the problems likely

to be encountered in flight. It is more valuable and more costly than model

testing and thus will command more attention and higher -grade personnel. Inasmuch
as flight hardware is involved, details that might be passed off as "bugs in the
model" cannot be ignored in full-scale testing.

In short, each situation must be judged on its merits, In this particular

i case, ful-scale testing had paid off handschnly.

w
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AN AEROELASTIC STUDY OF HELICOPTER ROTOR
SYSTEM IN HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT

E. R. Wood, K. D. Hilzinier, and A. C. Buffalano

'Sikorsky Aircraft Divisipn, United Aircrdft Corpora~ioni

StrLtford, Coxihcticut

I SUMMARY

Presetd ATP reUts of an aezoelastit investigaton to explore effectsrotr, Jfdbl 'arfitesi

Ofl i~in, rotor, aid bld parafees ol blade stresses and performance of
articulated dnd iigid rotor systdmp i#i high-speed flight. Variations in blade
planfoiri dand twist, i6tor lift and OrbPulsive force, blade stiffness and massdistribtioii, are invedtgated for b0 copeis and compound helicopters at

several grin'os weighs r speedp fioti 150 to 300 knots. The analysis takes
into account the fully coupled fldtwise-edgewise-torsional response of the

I rotor blades. Work was performed under U. S. Army TRECOM Contract
DA 44-177-TC- 31.

INTRODUCTION

Design of helicopters and compound air vehicles for higher airspeeds
requires greater knowledge of rotary wing dynamics and performance than is
presently avdilable from published analyses and investigations. For fuller
understanding of advanced flight regimes, a research program is required,
which will explore effects of forward speed, blade planform, blade twist, rotor
lift and propulsive force, blade stiffness and mass distribution on resulting
blade stresses and performance of articulated rigid rotor systems.

To provide this infermation, Sikorsky Aircraft last year undertook a
study for the U. S. Army Transportation Research Command. This paper

* gives prelimtihary 'results of that study. The work was achieved by a joint
effort of the company's Aerodynamic, Blade Design, and Dynamics -Sections.
Three well developed analytical programs were used in the program. These
were: (1) an AdvanCed Performance Analysis, which was used to determine
the basic rotor parameters to be studied; (2) a Horvay-type Blade Design
Analysis, which has been responsible for Sikorsky's present-day successful
blade designs, and (3) a Coupled Blade Flatwise-Edgewise-Torsional Aero-
elastic Analysis, which yields the full spectrum of blade dynamic information-
The aeroelatrhti n-dyiei ±z wii suic tor studies of a wide range

of helicopters and VTOL-type aircraft with rotbr blades and propellers of all
types. As will be shown in the paper, good correlation has been achieved with
the method for both rigid and articulated rotor systems.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT CONSIDERED "

The aeroelaatic research program is being carried out under U. S. ArmyTRECOM Contract DA 44-177-TC-831. Included in the overall TRECOM study
I are eight basic aircraft, four in the 12, 000-1b. class and four in the 33, 000-Ib.

class. There are two 150-knot helicopters, two 200-knot helicopters, two
200-knot wingless compounds, and two 300-knot winged compounds. Four
planfor3 variations are considered in each case, and blades are taken as both
rigid and articu1gted. Planform variations are given in Figure (1). A total of,
470 flight conditpns will be explored in the contract.

Results present-.d in this paper are taken from initial investigatons of
the program. Considered are the 150-knot helicopters at 12,000 and 33, 000
lb. gross weights. Also shown are some results for the 12,000-lb. winged
compound. Substantiation for the method of anelysis is based upon correlation

* studies with flight test data from the Lockheed CL-475 rigid rotor helicopter,
and Sikorsky's S-58 and S-61 articulated helicopters. Basic data fo;" the five
aircraft considered here are presented in the following table:

I TABLE I

K BASIC DATA FOR AIRCRAFT INVESTIGATED

Lockheed Sikorsky Sikorsky 12000-1b. 33000-lb. 12000-lb,
CL-475 S-58 S-61 Helicopter Helicopter Compotd

Blade Radius
ft. ), 16 28 31. 31 36 28K Gffset(inches) 11.* 12 12.625 12.625 24 12.63

Number of
Blades 3 4 5 5 6 .5

Chord(inches) 12.0 16.4 18.25 18.25 23.65 18.25
Design Taper. 1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1
D1sign Twist (-8 artic. (-6 artic. (-4 artic.
(degrees) 0 -8 -8 ( 0 rigd ( 0 rigid (-4 rigid

Airfoil Section 0012 0012 .0012 0012 0012 001.2
Solidity .0596 .062 .07804 .07804 .1046 •00
Tip Speed (fps) 504 620 660 660 696 493 cruise
Rotor Speed

(rpm) 300 216 203 203 185 168
Gross Weight

(lbs.) 1970 11300 17000 12000 33000 12Q00
Percent G. W.I Carried by

inn ~~IAneIA

"'Pitch Bearing Center Line



Tabulated in the Appendix is i set of representative data for blade
stiffness, and mass distribution taken from this program. Rigid and articu-

I lated blade data are shown for the 150-knot 33, 000-lb. helicopter. Also given
are fuselage lift and drag characteristics for this aircraft.

2. BLADE -DESIGN CRITERIA

Individual blade designs were determined as follows. Initially, anI Advanced Pegformance Analysis was used to obtain basic rotor parameters.
These include tip speed, rotor diameter, blade chord, number of blades, and
design twist, Based on these parameters, the Blade Design Section then

_*i  ,w.,"developed structural ""a-ct"rst"q o r the articulated 1:1 planform f
each aircraft studied. Blades werd designed by standard Sikorsky procedures
and met basic load requirements. Characteristics of separate planform
blades were then extrapolated from 1:1 nanfo:m designs by the following
criteria.

1 1. At corresponding blade radial stations cross-sectional area
Was held equivalent.'. By th is means blade weights and centrifu-
gal stresses were kept equal. The only deviation permitted] was when extrapolated wall thickness became small. Here, to
avoid local spar buckling a minimum value of 0. 15 inches. wasset.

2. Section properties *ere extrapolated based on the ratio of spar
wall thickness to chord. Knowing chord and section area, this
value could be determined, then used to calculate flatwise,
chordwise, and torsional stiffness assuming a typical D-spar
blade.

For rigid rotor systems the blade root had to be specifically designed toI meet Lockheed's criteria as set forth in Reference (1):

1. For planforms of aspect ratio greater than 18 a soft inplane
system was used. This required the first Inplane bending
frequency to be between . W71 and. 7sfz. The inplane frequency
was achieved by reolucing root stiffness by removing material
and attributing 15% of the frequency decrease to bearing
flexibility.

2. For planforms of lees than 18 a stiff inplane system was used.
Here, blades were tuned so that the first inplane bending mode
was near 1. 4"?

3, Flatwise flexibility of rigid blades was designed sQ that the
second fiatwise i, nding mode was sufficiently removed from
n/rev.
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4. lPelag and precone angles were selected based on zero sceady
bending moment at the blade root in cruise flight condition.

- ,. 3. DESCRIPTION OF AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS

J The method of aeroelastic analysis is based upon superposition of

separate harmonics of blade forced response, which results from response of

the blade to individual harmonics of airloads. A detailed description of theSmethod has been gvnin Rfrne52 arn () A brief dsrpinfollows.

a. Calculation of Aerodynamic Loads

For the helicopter to be analyzed, the gross weight, drag, speed,
and rotor rpm must be given. Also for the blades, steady-state two-
dimensional airfoil characteristics, structural stiffnesses, mass distri-
bution, twist, and root retention must be specified. The rotor disk is
considered to be moving at the proper forward tilt to provide enoughIpropulsive force to overcome the net drag of the aircraft. It must also
support the aircraft, and there must be sufficient cyclic pitch to keep
the rotor in equilibrium. Certain simplifying assumptions are made to
initiate the calculation; such as the approximate coning angle, an
estimate of the rotor drag, and an estimate of the radial position of the
resultant thrust vector. These approximations do not affect the final
accuracy, for if they are too far in error, this can be remedied by a
second or third iteration.

For a high-speed condition, constant inflow io taken. The blade is
subdivided into twenty-four elements. For each of 36 ten-degree
azimuth intervals, the blade is considered set at two blade angles.
These angles bracket the expected blade angles. Blade-element aero-
dynamic lifts are then computed, frora which the moment of the thrust
about the flapping hinge is calculated as a function of blade angle and
azimuth position. The cyclic pitch necessary to maintain the rotor
system in equilibrium is then calculated by an iteration to enforce the
condition that the first harmonic thrust moment about the flapping hinge
is zero.

For calculation of aerodynamic loads, two-dimensional 0012 airfoil
data is used. Compressibility effecs are taken into account by using
separate CL, CD, and Cm versus N curves for angles of attack from
0 to 30 degrees for Mach numbers up to 0.95 in 5% increments. To
define stall regions above angles-of-attack of 30 degrees, single CL , '

Final determination of cyclic pitch yields angle-of -attack distribu-
tion, rotor drag, power required, location of resultant thrust vector,
thrust moments, and provides pitching moments, and resolved thrusts
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and drags on twenty-four blade elemen 3 for ten-degree azimuthI intervals. A harmonic analysis is performed on this loading and the
steady plus the first seven harmonics of blade element loading (pitching
moments, thrusts, and drags) are obtained in complex form.

b. glade Dynamic Response

Individual harmonics of airloads are next introduced into the
cotpled blade dynamic analysis. This method is based upon an extcension
of Myklestad's analysis for rotating beams. There is provision for up
to twenty-four flatwise, edgewise, and torsional degrees-of-freedom
with coupling due to twist. Equations are in complex form to allow for
aerodynamic damping and phasing of aerodynamic loads. Boundaryconditions at the tip of the blade require that shears, moments, and

torque are zero. At the root of the blade boundary conditions are
applied consistent with blade root restraint, whether articulated, teeter-
ing, or rigid. There is provision for a lag damper. Also, with torsion
added, provision has be made for control system flexibility and
damping.

Analysis for flexible blade dynamics with torsional coupling is
done in three steps. In the first step, the blade is treated as infinitely
rigid, and rigid body cQning, lagging, and twisting calculated. In the
second step using an iterative relaxation-type mc.thod, steady coupled
flatwise- edgewise- torsional bending is computed. The iteration is
initiated by using the blade slopes and deflections determined in the first
step. In the third step, the first through the seventh harmonics of blade
coupled responses are determined. Steady response values from the
second step are used so that torsional coupling of vibratory forces times
steady deflections and steady forces times vibratory deflections can be
included.

Total forced response of the blade is next determined by super-
position of separate harmonics of blade dynamic response. This yields
the azimuthwise distribution of moments, torques, deflections, twist,
and stresses at each of twenty-four blade stations for ten-degree
azimuth intervals.

4. CORRELATION WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA

Using constant inflow, the method of analysis described shows good
agreement with measurements in predicting performance. This is illustrated
hlu Fieverep 191 M-.rp, r, iltibatpri nnd rneaiptrpti nnwor jar. Rhnwn tn .nm~rP

favorably for the S-61 at two gross weight conditions. The computed values
include power required for the tail rotor and accessory drives. Coefficients
of drag for the blades were incremented by a. 002 to account for
additional roughness of the actual blade over a highly polished wind-tunnel
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specimen. Note that good agreement is achieved even at low airspeeds where
effects of variable inflow have been shown to be large. CompariE ,ns also
indicate that the method described provides performance results consistent
with standard performance calculations in use.

Figures (3) and (4) compare calculated blade vibratory bending moments
and stresses with flight test values for an articulated rotor helicopter. Given
in Figure (3) is a comparison of the radial distribution of one-half peak-to-
peak bending moments against flight test data for the S-58 (H-34) helicopter.
Data is shown for 110 knots. The test helicopter was instrumented by Sikorsky
Aircraft under U, S. Army TRECOM contract. Flight tests were conducted by
NASA at Langley Field, and preliminary results of tests were released in
Reference (5).

Effect of forward speed on vibratory blade stresses and results, of
correlation are shown in Figure (4). Here, flight test data taken at Sikorsky
Aircraft is compared with calculated values for the S-58 at speeds above 100
knots. Each test point shown on the plot represents an averaging of data taken
in three separate flights. Data was obtained from Reference (0).

Correlation studies for a rigid rotor helicopter were based on data
furnished by the Lockheed-California Company for the CL-475 helicopter
(Reference (1)). Data included detailed information on blade etiffness and
mass distribution. Also provided was a blade resonance diagram, a curve
showing blade static deflection, and flight-measured vibratory bending

3 moments along the blade at a number of airspeeds.

Results of earlier studies (Reference (2) and (3)) have shown good
correlation on predicting one-half peak-to-peak stresses at higher airspeeds
using constant induced velocity. Thus, for correlation -urposes the highest

UI airspeed was selected for which complete CL-475 data had been furnished.
This was 100 mph. The blade was subdivided into twenty segments in the fully
coupled flatwise-chordwise-torsioial analysis, allowing sixty degrees-of-
freedom. First step in the analysis was to run the calculation as a non-
rotating beam to check analytical stiffness and weight characteristics against
Lockheed's data for static deflection. Good agreement was achieved as showngl by Figure (5).

Second step in the rigid rotor correlation program was to determine
flexibility of spindle bearings at the blade root. This was achieved by varying
the flatwise and chordwise root springs in the analysis until there was good
agreement with Lockheed's blade resonance diagram as shown in Figure (6).
From this, effective springs of 1. 75 million inch lbs. per radian and 4.00
million inch lbs. per radian were determined for respective flatwise and edge-

W £Vt -J fJ 2J&S, __ vu"S*. ------- ,, :;T.T z::'k 1-t%** -*A. f* -- A fl - tla

flatwise modes shown by Figure (6) attributed to motion of the rotor head. Test
results had been obtained by shaking the hub with non-rotating blades where
motion of the hub would tend to increase the natural frequency.
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The third step in the correlation was to run the complete aeroelastic
analysis at 100 mph using constant inflow. Here, the rotor was trimmed,
cyclic pitch determined and aerodynamic loads calculated. Harmonics of
aerodynamic loads were then applied, and individual harmonics of blade
response superimposed. The radial distribution of calculated blade vibratory
bending moments are shown to compare favorably with Lockheed's flight-

,,b measured values in Figure (7).

43 5. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

a. Variation of Blade Root Stiffness

Proper treatment of blade root flexibility is of prime importance
in design of rigid rotor systems. Rigid rotor designers point out that
the term "rigid" is a misnomer and that "hingeless" is a preferred
definition. In truth, the root region of these blades is far from being a
mathematical cantilever. Designed flexibility contributes to a rootfj restraint, which is between a theoretical rigid and hinged condition.

Effects of root flexibility on vibratory bending moments andK. stresses are shown in Figures (8), (9), (10), and (11). Presented are
results of calculations for the Lockheed CL-475 helicopter at 100 mph.
For the first three figures, flatwise root flexibility has been varied,
while edgewise restraint is held to a value representative of the actual

1. CL- 475 design.

The first plot, Figure (8), gives the distribution of flatwise
vibratory bending moments along the blade for an articulated version of

[the CL-475. The curve is typical of articulated blades in that the maxi-
mum vibratory moment occurs at about two-thirds blade radius. Maxi-
mum value is ±2100 inch lbs. The second plot, Figure (9) shows
corresponding flatwise vibratory moments for a theoretically rigid root
restraint. In this case the outboard blade moment is seen to increase to
12700 inch lbs., while at the root, moments reach a value in excess of
±8000 inch lbs. Finally, shown in Figure (10) are calculated moments
for a blade with selected flatwise root restraint. For this condition,
outboard blade moments are reduced to ±650 inch lbs. while root vibra-
tory moments increase to about double the maximum level for the
articulated blade. Since more blade area is required at the root to
carry centrifugal loads, a section modulus can be selected for the semi-
rigid blade that will yield vibratory str, ss levels comparable to those of
an articulated design. '

Sensitivity of edgewise stresses to proper tuning is illustrated by
Figure (11). Reference (7) recommends a frequency ratio of 1. 4 which
is apparent from the plot where vibratory stresses are se-n to become
excessively large as the first edgewise mode of the blade approaches one
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per rev. Results given are for a neutral c. g. fuselage trim condition.
Center -of-gravity shifts can increase edgewise stresses due to increased
first harmonic blade bending and associated Coriolis forces.

3 b. Twist and Planform Variations

Shown in Figures (12) through (17) are results of varying blade
twist and planform for the 12, 000 and 33, 000 lb. helicopters at 150 knots.
The effect of blade twist on performance is given in Figures (16) and(17).
Only one power curve is shown for both rigid and articulated helicopters
of the same gross weight. Calculated power was the same for each type
helicopter, since the rigid rotor was preconed for this airspeed, giving
both articulated and riid systems the same coning angle. Power shown
is that required by the rotor and does not take into account tail rotor
power and accessory drives. Coefficients of drag for the blade were
incremented by ACa =.002 to account for blade roughness. The non-
linear planform blade gave the b,.st performance results for both gross
weight machines, but was the first to stall out at low twists or if forward
speed was increased. The marked increase in power for the non-linearLU blades from -8 to -4 degrees in Figure (17) is attributed to a near stall
condition and associated high drags. From Figures (16) and (17) it can
be seen that change in blade twist can result in a maximum power gain
of about 500 hp for the 33, 000-lb. helicopter, about 200 hp for the
12, 000-lb. aircraft.

U Presented in Figures (12) through (15) are maximum flatwise
vibratory bending moments versus twiot for the four blade planforms.
Results are given for both rigid and articulated rotor systems. It is
interesting to note that the planform order from lowest to highest bending
moments is fairly consistent between both gross weights and rigid and
articulated systems. For both gross weight machines highest blade
bending moments were for the relatively stiff 3:1 planform blade; lowest
were for the unloaded-tip, non-linear blade. The r'elatively flexible 1:2blade while showing low moments would present root design problems as

a rigid rotor.

c. Variation of Blade Stiffness

A requirement of the aeroelastic investigation was to explore
effects of blade stiffness on vibratory bending moments. Figures (21),
(22), (23), and (24) give tesults of this study ;or the 150-knot 33, 000-1b.
helicopter. In Figures (21) and (22), flatwise stiffness of the basic blade
has been both doubled and reduced to one-half. Plots for both rigid and
articulated blades are essentially what would be expected. For the

i proportionately with increase in stiffness. The same is observed for
~the rigid blade in the root region. For ,this ca ,e it is interesting to note

that the point of mir4rnum bending moment moves inboard as the blade
becomes more fleble.



Effects of linear variation of stiffness about the basic blade design
are given by Figures (23) and (24). Here, for both articulated and rigid
blades, flatwise stiffness has been multiplied by factors ranging linearly
from 2 at the root to 1/2 at the tip or vice versa. Lowest vibratory
moments are achieved for the articulated blade of standard design as
given by Figure k23). Here, stiffened outboard blade section and softened
cuff appear most detrimental. For rigid blades (Figure (24)), where the
critical region is at the root, the reverse is true. Low root stiffness
contributes to lower moments, and the stiffer outboard section does not
have a significant detrimental effect.

d. Blade Mass Distribution

3I Given in Figures (18) and (19) are effects on vibratory stre.s for
the 33, 000-lb. helicopter by separatail introducing a concentrated 36-1b.
weight at five radial locations along the blade. Radial stress envelopesI for the five positions for an articulated blade are presented in Figure (18),

The standard unweighted blaude (not sh,, had m....ax.irnu vibrator
stress of 4600 p. s. i. Results shown 4n Figure (18) indicate: (1 a sigmf-
icant reduction in vibratory stress by introducing a weight at the blade
tip; (2) an increase in vibratory stress for weights at the. 75R and . 50R
positions; and (3) little effect on vibratory stress for concentrated w sight

I added to blade inboard regions. Effect on flatwise and edgewise maxirnum
stress by varying the amount of weight added to the blade tip is giver, by
curves shown to the right of Figure (20). Here, vibratory stress reuc-
tion is greatest with the first 10 lbs. added, then levels off in the 30-40
lb, region.

I Effects of added concentrat-d weights for rigid blade stresses are
plotted in Figure (19). In this case the root region is most critical.
Vibratory stress for the standard blade (not shown) was 8750 p. s. i.

9 ,Here, the tip weight again produced a significant reduction, but weights
at other locations ga're either a slight decrease or an increase. The left-
hand plot of Figure (20) shows results of varying tip weight on rigid blade'U stresses. Flatwise stress reduction follows the same trend as the
articulated system. The sharp continuous reduction shown for edgewise

*stresses is attributed to detuning the first edgewise mode. The rigid
blade in this case (aspect ratio > 18) was designed for = . 65-fXL.
Added weight brings this mode further b2ow one per rev. Were a stiff

* inplane design used, increased added tip weight would have the opposite
I effect. Edgewise stresses would increase for the first edgewise mode

would be reduced from 1.4 XL in the direction of one per rev.

e. Compound Helicopters

Interest centers today in extending the speed frontier of helicopters
I to the 200-300 knot region. The compound heliccpter is a possible con-

figuration to meet this requirement. Here, the rotor is substantially
,,.1,,., in hiah-Roeed flight by external wings, and Jet or prop-jet

!9
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engines provide the necessary propulsive force. At the time of writing
this paper some preliminary work had been done under the contract on
this type of design. Restilts are iresented to shpw early trends, while
it is recognized that many questions still remain to be answered,

Tue basi:- aircraft is defined in Table I. For the high-speed flight
conditioa the rotor was required to carry 1500-lbs. of lift. Rotor
rotational speed was reduced to 168 rpm, which gave an advancing blade
Vach numiyxr of 0.90 at 300 knots. For first studies, both rig4 and
articulated blades were taken with -4 degrees of twist. Were tLe design
to be fuid.er optimized. it is recognized that additional stress relief
could. be achieved for bodh rotor systems by a backoff in blade twist.

An important variable in compound design is rotor angle-of-attack.
This can range from having the rotor tilt well forward to provide
propul:ve force as for the helicopter, to an aft-tilted windmilling rotor
whch, extracts energy from the air tream. For the results shown here
the rotor has been placed at zero angle-of-attack. This gives a very low
coning arple, blades at relatively flat pitch, and requires some power
from the engines to drive the rotor.

Since coning angles were mtn 'r, power and drag plots a,'% the
same for both rigid and articulated systems. These are shown in
Figures (23) and (04). In Figure (23), rotor power required is observed
to be only 412 hp at 300 knots. The rotor drag or H-force ploted n
Figvre (24) is seen to be approaphing 1000 lbs. at this airspeed. While
thi a vpalt;e may be considered lgh, it is reduced over the drag of ,pke,
hel.:opter configuration through holding rotor angle-of -attac flat #md
blade pitch low,

Some interesting trends are noted in the plot showing fiatwise
vibratory bending moments versus airspeed (Figure (26)). Mximum
vibratory moments are seen to increase more sharply with airspeed for
the rigid thar, for the articulated case. This trend is prtially explained
by the diagrams given on the plot showing spanwise disrjbUtiQn Qf
bendi -g rnornents for both rotor systems at 200 and 3(O knotis. *iere, it
can be seen that outboard moment envelopes are similgr for both systems
and build up at the same rate with airspeed. However,' ropt mopents,
which govern rigid blade design, are seen to digieas rorq rapidly.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Ear,y results have been presented from an analytical program to explore
J[ parainetric variaticn"s on blade stress and performance of. rigid and

wia ed rotor systems. The analysis considers the high-speed condition
.. -: account the fully coupled flatwise-3dgewise-torsional response
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4 of the rotor blades. For the studies constant inflow was taken. Conclusions
which may be drawn from the results include:

a. Calculated performance and one-half peak-to-peak stresses are
shown to give good agreement with flighc measured values. Good

[a |stress correlation is shown for both rigid and articulated rotor
.| helicopters at higher airspeeds. Flight measured data is taken

for the Sikorsky S-58 and Lockheed CL-475 helicopters.

i b. Rigid rotor flatwise and edgewise vibratory stresses are observed
to be highly sensitive to dasign of the blade root region. For this

q1 rotor system properly designed flexibility gives a root restraint,
which is between a theoretical rigid and hinged condition.

c. For the articulated blade, maximum flatwise vibratory stress
generally occurs at about two-thirds blade radius. Location will
vary with planform, twist, and whether the aircraft is a helicopter
or compound. For the rigid rotor, maximum flawise vibratory
stress occurred at the blade root for all cases studied.

3 d. Results of calculations for planform-twist variation indicate a rapid
I rise in vibratory bending moments with increase in blade twist for

both rigid and articulated rotor ;ystems. Highest vibratory bend-
ing moments were noted for the 3:1 tapered blade.

e. Studies on variation of blade stiffness indicate that outboard blade
3l stiffening is detrimental for an articulated blade, whereas inboard

blade stiffening shows the largest increase in vibratory moments
for a rigid blade.

f. Reduction ix vibratory bending moments was observed for both
rigid and articulated blades by introducing a concentrated weight
at the blade tip. For the 33, 000-lb. helicopter considered,
greatest reduction was achieved for both systems with the first
10 lbs. added, lesser reduction thereafter.

g. Prelinnary analysis for compound helicopters indicates a more
mairked increase in flatwise vibratory bending moments with air-
speed for the rigid than for the articulated rotor system.
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-Hlelicopter Basic .lade Data

Gross Weight 33, 000 Ibs., 150-Knot Design

[IArticulated ld
Radli Weight Per Blade Blade h/dine~~Segment (+ L..) Twisit (ft.) Chord _(In.) Ares,_.

432, 0. 6.97 -1.79 23.65 ,9.55
410.4 .19.60 -1.52 23.65 19.20
386.8 14.51 -1.22 23.65 19.40f 367.2 15.77 -0.91 23.65 19.73
345.6 "15.74 -0.74 23.65 19.86,
-324.0 17.14 -0.30 23.65 20. 12'
312.4 10.29 0.00 23.65 o. 215
280. 8 17.63 . 30 023.6 2.26
259.2 17.02 .60 .23.65 2B.23U 237.6 18.04 .91 23.05 20.28
216.0 17.71 1.2 23.65 20.30
194.4 .16.61 1.51 23.65 20. 36ii172.0 64 1.81 .23.65 20.40151.2 16.42 2.13 23.65 20.43
129.6 .17.33 2.39 23.65 -20.57S108. 0 18.46 2.59 9.'71 21.00

86.4 38.11 2.59 9.71 24.,60
64.g 124.62 2.59 9.71 '100.00ii. 43.2 77.12 2.59 9.7X 100.00
24.0 84.59 2.59 9.71 lea.00

I1
I'-
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-I ( c w ,

Articulated lae

I

* Sar ll Flatw Edewise Torsion Section J"Iuju

'flio nss(I.)J! .ic ( In Y (1n~) i (in$) zxziU

,081 1.87 19.9 5.90 1,38 3,8
M16 3.75 .39.8 12.70 2.92 7.8

1.183 4.20 42.9 15.00 3. 4 8.5
,204 4.75 53.0 14.90 3.62 9.8
.212 5.05 55.3 .16.55 $, 10.2
.216 5.42 64.8 18,00 S .11.3
U - 5.58 65.3 19.05 4.20 11.5
.224 5.68 66.0 19.30 4.28 .11.6
.224 5.80 66.8 .19.70 4.35 11.7
.232 5.95 67.3 20.0) 4.40 11.9
.237 6.05 68.0 •20. 30 4.48 12.0[3.241 6.18 68.8 20.75 46'5§ 19,

Z24 6.25 69.3 21.05 4.60 .12.3
.249 6.40 70.1 21.40 4.70 12.4
.258 6.45 72.0 21.85 4.96 12.8

Ll.290 8.10 80.8 23.40 5.80 14.3
.375 24.10 124.0 48.80 13,20 22. 2

3.0 000.00 10.0 100. 00 25.00 25.0
3.0 10. 00 100.0 150.00 25.'0 2.0
3.0 100.00 100.0 150.00 ~50 25.0

II
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Rigid Blade
Radi Weight Per Blade. Blade MI4Un

Segment (Lb.) Twist (Deg.) Chord (In.) Area (Sq. In.)

432.0 6.97 0. 23.65 9.55
410.4 19.60 0. 23.65 19.20
388,8 14.51 0. 23.65 19.40
367.2 15.77 0. 23.65 19. 3345.6 15.74 0. 23.65 19.8.6
324.0 17.14 0. 23.65 2o.12
302.4 10.29 0. 23.65 20.15280.8 17.63 0. 23.65 20.20
259.2 17.0 2 0. 23.65 20.23237.6 18.04 0. 23.65 20.28
216.0 17.71 0. 23.65 20.301194,4 16.61 0. 23.65 20.36172.8 16.42 0. 23.65 20; 40
151,2 16.42 0. 23.65 20.43
129.6 17.33 0. 23.65 20.57

O 0 18.46 0: 9.71 24.0
864X1 .9.71 21.014. 124.62 0. 9.71 100.00

43.2 77.12 0. 9.71 100.00124.0 940.59 0. 9.71 100.00

I

Im



ftU4CXX1 (coi~d.)

Rigid Blade

.13 4.20 42.9 15.0 3.94 8.5

.204 4.75 53.0 14.9 3.62 -9.8

.212 5.05 55.3 16.6 3.60 10.2121 5.42 64.8 18.0 4.15 11.3215.58 65.3 19.1 4.20 11.5
.224 5.68 66.0 19.3 4.26 11.6
.228 5.80 66.8 19.7 4.35 11.7

23 9567.3 20.0 4.40 1.-.9
.276.05 680 20.3 4.48 12.0I.241 6.18 68.8 20.8 4.5 2.1

.245 6,25 69.3 21.1 4.60 12.3
.249 6.40 70. 1 21. 4 4.70 12.32 8 6.45 72.0 21.9 490 12. 8.30 :1.0 124.0 48.8 6.00 22.2

• 2 . 8 06.8 23.4 5.2 14.3

3.0 10:00 4.0 100.0 7.00 140.
3.0 9Q 0.0 150.0 7.00 10..0

3.0 10.00 43.0 150.0 7.00 10.0

I 4 .1 8 2. .5 2
•I4 ,2 9 2. .6 2

I•24 .4701214.71.3

I ,9

8.I 0 82.1.
100 2. *6.
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3 BLADE STATIC DEFLECTION CUE
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BLADE NATURAL FREQUENCYvs
ROTOR ANGULAR VELOCITY
LOCKHEED CL.475
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J0 1400,,
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VIBRATORY STRESS VS. WEIGHT ADDED AT THE BLADE TIP

G.W.=33,000 LB. V=150 KNOTS L- =185RFM
FLATWISE
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16000- 6000

" 4000.- 40O0 .-
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IN-FLIGHT MASUtMENT OF STEA AND OSCILLATORY3 ROTOR SHAFT LOADS

g introduction

A set of comprehensive test data on alternating shaft loads is an obvious
necessity in the development of improved methods for calculating such loads.3 A program of in-flight shaft load measurement was conducted as part of an
overall vibration research effort sponsored by the Army and Air Force under
Contract AF 33(616)-5240 and pubIf hcd as ASD-TDR-62-284. This paper describes
the load measurement system and the results obtained from the flight tests.

Load Measurement System

I This development of a shaft lad measurement system represented a culmination
of several previous attempts with vary limitad success. However, from the
results of the previous pioneering ittempti it was evident that the best
approach lay In further development of the shaft strain measurement system
which had been used previously. Additional work indicated that through the
use of (1) strain gages with high sensitivity, (2) high voltage in the strain
gage bridges, (3) an improved bridge network, and (4) separate load measuring
systems for the steady and alternating components of both lift and torque,
the desired sensitiviLy and accuracies could be achieved.

3 An H-21 helicopter was equipped with strain gages, as illustrated in Figure 1,
to measure the following loads.

i Forward and aft transmission and rotor shafts:

1. FX, shear in the rotor plane In the direction of the master spline.

2. Fy, shear in the rotor plane in the direction normal to the master spline.

. 3 . MX, moment in the rotor .plane, about the rotating 9 axis.

4. Ny, moment in tha rotor plans, about the rotating Y axis.

3 5. Fz , lift force in the shaft vertical direction.

6. Wz , torque about the shaft axis.

i A developed view of the rotor shaft strain gage instrumentation is shown in
Figure 2.

F ~Load calibration of the instrumented forward and aft rotor shaft was per-
formed in a specially constructed fixture, and known loads ,ere applied
individually at the hub in all directions. Incremental load# were applied
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*to the *haf t and the output of all Pat's to each load was recovdd., reardless
of- the dirsotion of the loads,in order to -obtain interaction as well as ptimhxy

* load cal1.braecion factors.

2po - nitially, the torque calibration u&#.d a load balance system as shown
i Ulower half of Figure 3, but this system was replaced by a closed loopUsys temn to loprove the accuracy. Final torque calibration wooperfowmod us±4

3 system showing the closed loop cable arrangement to given belom.

3 FITUR

ROO O HF
SHAF

ANA

The torque calibration was performed umag the turnbuckle to apply the incre-Imental cable tenuion In combination with a I"I ."ll for wasuring the applied
1oad.

-Lift sallbwatto loads wero appli4 witk tbe hydrealic Jack skowa 'in
a 4. Actata altgi 1nt of the load through the "sntar of the shaft

woon ".ft14ikkaAM= cii&60 .y 6.4esisting ot a sighting acope and
kirget. ise 0oa1brationo the Incremsetat loads applied to the shaft wereI~ I Iaitieft to tie inan litt load simulattng the aircraft weight.
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I
r- Application of shear loads for calibration of the strain gage bridges

was performed as shown in Figure 5. Rotor shaft shear loads were applied
using a hydraulic Jack mounted at its base on a ball-joint to insure loading
through the center line of the shaft. In order to obtain calibration curves
for both of the shear bridges used in the test, the shaft was loaded on the 00 -

1800 axis in addition to the 900-2700 axis.

tt - Calibration loads for bending moment were imposed on the rotor shaft
using the test arrangement shown below,

LOADCELL

FUSE

STOP NUTS, POINT
5/16" TREAD OF LOAD

APPLICATION

TRANSMISSION

Vaing the load cells located at each end of the moment arm permitted one side
to ia 1i0oeo in tension %&iie the other was in co pression, thus producing a
ppre "Umt at the nuterlive of the saft. Calibrations were performed for
th K- beadiag bridges by applying equal tension and compression loads alongP I the at%; the %M, bending bridges were calibrated in the same mntr after
the shaft had been rotated 900.
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Load Interaction - A typical calibration chart is illustrated in Figure 6 for
shear load. The calibration constant for shear load (90o-2700) is obtained by
dividing the load variation (1200# - 0) by the trace deflection (364-210) counts.

K - 1-200# x 131 cts = 1040 #/in.
154 ct. in. trace

This chart indicates that, as intended, the predominant gage response occurs
Ibetween the applied shear load and the strain gage bridge representing shear.

This is the pair of bending gages which are wired together to measure dif-
ferential moment, and designated as a shear bridge. It is also appzrent that
other gages respond which are not in the direction of the calibration load.
Such side effect may be due to an unfavorable location of a particular gage
with respect to a load direction it is not intended to measure, or due to
Poisson*s ratio effect. These side effects are accounted for by an "Interaction
Matrix" which also contains the main load calibration. This matrix is the com-
plete relationship between the measurement and the loads on the shaft in all
directions at the rotor plane. This result is an interaction atriy of the form,

FX iax iay iat isot ial iag7 FX

Fy ibx iby ibz ibrA iby FY

FZ icx icy icz ica FX

mat* idx icy dVI

Jif Mj

I x, Fy, YZ - actual loads in the X, Y, Z direction

N, M, MZ - actual moments about the XY, Z axes

aix, iay, ias interaction of gage "a" to unit X, Y, Z forces

iw, io, ia - interaction of gage "a" to unit e, f, Y ments

IX, FY, Z = apparent forces from the strain measurements

hMc, MI, MW - apparent moments from the strain measurements

The numerical interaction matrices from the load calibration are shown below.
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I

Steady Loads

FX  1 +0.0633 .0021 +0.0001 -0.0089 -0.0016 FX

Py -0.1171 1 +0.0010 +0.0067 -0.0030 +0.0006 Fy

FZ  -0.0379 +0.0416 1 +0.0015 +0.0091 -0.0151 YZ

o 0 -9.517 -0.0124 1 -0.0104 +0.0005

IX +9.415 -0.0256 +0.0881 +0.0156 1 +0.0074 My~

HMz -0.0658 -0.0144 -0.0068 -0.0205 -0.0331 1 Li

S Heasured Actual

3 Alternatina 104#

FX  1 +0.0633 +0.0021 +0.0001 -0.0069 -0.0016 Fx

I l -0.1171 1 +0.0010 +0.0061 -0.0030 +0.0006 Fy

I +0.0583 +0.1006 1 +0.0052 -0.0088 +0.0029 FZ

NIX  0 -9.517 -0.0124 1 -0.0104 +0.0005 5€

I +9.415 -0.0256 +0.0881 +0.0156 1 +0.0074 M!

I Iz. -0.1.567 +0.1142 -0.0343 -0.0289 -0.0467 1 . iJ

Measured Actual

It is noted tbat the interaction matrices for the steady and alternating
loads are copoeed of the s elements in the rowe and colums involving
iUeraction between the sher and bending mmnt. Mowver, the liments
e isate with lift an torque loads usually exhibit unlike elements,
• ttly multing from the nonlinear load characteristics existing between
tie qt** Wd alternating load rmes used in the calibration, and partly

- obeo" iiependwit strain gap bridges were used for the steady and
* aoeaznatirng lift and torque leads.

A- ?ollmivn the load calibration, t,, aft tra s ission was
toer sta with a etai: rd 1-21 hub, wed rotol blade, ad

r seatrol 'system. 2-m varpos# of this tet %*s to evaluate the

~~4t~isy a i 6 o~~ae f the system =4md U ceaiioditions.
_I

' '



I
With the full strain recording system operative, the rotor was whirled through
a full range of rotor speeds from 240 to 278 rpm, varying colletive pitch
setting foom flat pitch to 12 0 , with three cyclic pitch setting#. The data
obtained from this test showed that the strain gage system was operating satis-
factorily.

I Accuracy stimate - The results of the pr!-ary load calibration are tabulated
below, along with an estimate of the load-.nrough-record accuracy based on an3 assumed oscillograph trace reading error of + 0.02 inches.

Estimated
Trace leading Estimated Typical

Calibration Accuracy Overall Load %

M Factor @ + 0.02" Accuracy Value

I FX 1,000 lb/in. + 20 lb + 36 lb 1,000 lb 4

Fy 1,115 iD/in. + 22 lb + 36 lb 1,000 lb 4

IF z  6,050 lb/in. ± 120 lb + 360 lb 7,000 lb 5

Steady

E Fz 721 lb/in. 20 lb 30 lb 50 lb 6

Alt.

inMx 22,050 -+ 440 in.lb + 500 in.lb 5,000 in.lb 10in.

*j 19,290 "Lak ± 400 in.b + 450 in.lb 5,000 in.lb 9

MZ  92,500 A k + 1,860 in.lb ± 2,400 in.lb 100,000 in.lb 3

Steidy 
in'.

14,710 3 300 in.lb 350 in lb 5,000 inlb 7
gZ in.
Alt

I fgiPxed System Loads from Measurf d Strain Dat&

As voted above, strain Sqe bridges on the forward and aft rotor shafts measure
axial shaft loa4s and torque, end shear and bendig oments in two directions. A
SqUar matrix of umric*1 coefficients, from the load calibration, is then applied
to the data to accoust for Lutoractio, i.e., appareat response of a load measuring
Oice to loads it should not theoretically respond to. The corrected loads in the

n rotuina shift are seat trenafauved Ita oqemaw*Ij 1&%ae 4- ixe d

-l stes of the fuselage.

-I

I



I figure 7 presents a flov diagram Illustrating the stops ued in converting the
measured strain data to the correct Fourier coefficients for the stedy. and
first four hazonics of rotating shaft loads. Measured fight data via her-
monically analysed using a 24 ordinate analysis propranod oan a digital computer
to obtain the steady and harmonic load coaponenta. Following the harmonic

4 analysis, each steady term of the series was adjusted to correct for the
difference between the basse line used in the harmonic analysis and the zero load
position from the flight calibrations.

Continuing to the right on the flow diagram, the harmonic components are con-
vetted to shaft loads by applying the amplitude and, in some cases, phase
calibration constants obtained from' the load calibration test. Folloving
these corrections, the measured data is regrouped- into steady and alternating
terms in Item 1-4, alternating terms only in Item 5 and 6, and steady
coefficients in Item* 7 and 8, The next step in the processing consists of an
interaction correction using the Interaction matrices obtained during the load
calibration. After the inversion of the steady and alternating interaction
matrices, the corrected coefficients for steady and alternating loads can beobtained by adjustnent of the Fourier coefficients using,

VX I id a g Sa t Is#( i8 ag rX

4 Fy ibx iby bs i L C  ib9 Vy

FZ i cy icZ CeOK ic C1 Iy FZ

met idx idy Ids Id aI t i d id Mot

N I" icy lets I ie i eg NOg I fy ifs if4 if I f II

Actual Inversion of Interaction Matrix NedaredLoads Loads

I The rotor system is represented by the schematic diagram of Figure I which
shoe the rotating and fixed axes system. Fixed system loads can be vritted.
as triloometric funetiose of the relative aftle At between the rom .ag
axis system aid fixed axis system as #hown is Vigurs 9. Forward rotor steady,
first harmonic and third harssc fted system coefficients in terms of
rotating system coefficients are shs in figure 10, Similar epvooeiom
the fixed system shaft loads of the aft rotor derived useim a matie direction

5s .o rotation re included in the date processing staputer prqr.
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Fy =Cosat Sit Il~ r]e €o tr

I Rr 1 rzR

N" cooat -ste

Hwy slant Cosa HYR3 HZr, 1 b za

I FnD UYSTM 1RTI SY8Tm

I ROTATZlq W=TI LOADS

F, Sher in the rotor plans in the direction of the mater spline

Fyi, Shear in the rotor plane in a direction normal to the mater spline
I FZ&, Lift force In the abaft vertical direction

,oment in the rotor plane, about the rotating x axis

,oment in the rotor plane, about the rotating y axis

SI bNZy Torque about the shaft axis

3 hIN SYSTDIs~ LOADS

FITV Shear in the rotor plane in the aft direction

I 1y,', Shear in the rotor plane in the lateral direction

3 FZr lIAft force in the shaft vertical direction

", Moment in the rotor plane, about the fixed x axis

I KV, Noment LA the rotor plae, aboui the fixed y axis

',lIp Torque about the shaft axis

FIGURi. T= M Law



Mob!
AO X a I/Ulz - 1/231y Filrst ". crpt venotel Rotor

/1 Second Subscript Dewien ad

Direction as acmn Blov,IA AzAOZ
X, Force Along X Axis3 O "/2AloC - /2IpY, Force Along Y Axis

AOp " 1 /23'ix + 1/2Aip Z, Force Along Z Axis

A0% a AO CKC, Momeut A&,,ut X Axis

3 (Fixed) (Rotating) Moment About Y Axis

, nt About Z Axis

03a Tem gin Tga
AIX AOX + 1/2A2X - 1/212Y 5 1X -AOy + 1/232X + l/2A2 y

A1¥ - AOy + 1/2A2y + 1/2%2 By - - l/2A2X + 1/222y

AIZ AIZ BlZ BiZ

Alo- A0 t + 1/2A 20o - 1/2B2f Bic L n -Ao1 , + 1/2320 + 1/2A2p

3q A Op - + I/2B2O( + 1/2A2)9 BIP m AOp . I/2Ahn + I/2B.

I (fixed) (Rotating) (Fixed) (Rotating)

ca~m LginUn
AU " 2+ 1/25A2y + 1/232Y 2*4X , 1/23 1/2A + 1/23,"

Aft 0 -1/23n~ + 1/22y + 1/234,j + I/2A4y + l/2A4 y

* A: *1/2AU + 1/232y - /2A4XA.U " A32 + 1/134Y

A.w .1/23^ .+ 1/tAp + 1/2R40( + I/ZA4# 33 /2%a -31/2A21 +1/20"

3 /I + 3$0 2lUx ++/23It-1&2tIV

(F xdIR ta i g I



Rotor Shaft Load Rtsvl.,

Using the meaeuremes,,t technique described above, H-21 rotor loads were obtained
at a normal gross weight of 13,500 lb for (1) an airspeed sweep at normal 258
rpm, (2) a rotor sweep at 40 knots airspeed and (3) a rotor speed sweep at 90
knots airspeed. Load plots are sheen herein for the steady and third harmonic
fixed system results, and second Q,.J fourth harmonic rotating results. Each,t of force data contains forward and aft rotor load# as sine and cosine com-
" nents and their resultants. The sine and cosine time reference is when the
rjd blade and the rotor hub master spline are in trail position.

Iteav_ o Pads. Instrumentation Check - No rational method was known for positively
defining the accuracy of the measured loads. Apart from an examination of the
reasonableness of the flight data compared with calculated shaft loads, the
best check of the flight data was a steady load balance. This provides a
gross check, but does not, of course, provide a check down into the reading
accuracy of the data. Even this is appropriate because, in addition to the
measured loads and the aircraft weight, other unknown loads act on the hell-
coptar, namely, rotor downwash and aerodynamic drag. Furt her, che actual cg
location at any nstant during a flight when data is recorded is not known
exactly but is estimated from the takeoff cg location.

To illustrate, a steady load balance is performed below using measured data
from a hover condition in which the unknown factors are minimized.

FLT. C96 X-121 RM - 258 HOVER

Fz, Mz Fz' Mz

FY -, FY, my~_ ! .F, Mx

* r mH TILT 1.50

I RUN 1

G.W. 13,500 lb

I



FX -+476# FX - 474#

Py w +50 Fy =+20#

Iz +7691# -z +5569#

MX -+2268 in- Mx a+1103 in-#

My - +8821 in-# My - -1451 in-#

3 z - -24001 in-# M- +122866 in-#

For the gross weight and cg condition shown and assuming vertical trim and no
wind the rotor shafts are 1.50 forward of the vertical in the pitch direction.
For force balance in either the lateral or longitudinal directions, the
appropriate forces from each rotor are combined to obtain the total force acting
on the helicopter in each direction which should. of course, be xero. In the
vertcaldirection, the total should equal the helicopter given weight plus

any download due to rotor dovnwash impinging on the fuselage and pitch link
compressive loads but minus the rotor weights.

Summing the loads in the lateral diroction,

3 XFY0Fd+FY Aft

Z:Fy 5+ 280-33#

U ZIn the longitu;dinal direction, the components of lift and shear are combined
as illustrcated below:

7 ZF YZA

*(V21 + Y2A) sin 1.50 - QXFP + FXA) COS 1.50

I U (7691 + 5569).0262 -(476 - 176).99,47

["74



Similarly, for the vwrtical force at each rotor

Fvert - FZp co 1.50 + FXF sin 1.50
Fwd 7691(.9997) + 476(.0262) - 77031

FVert = FZA cos 1.50 + FxA sin 1.50
Aft 5569(.9997) - 174(.0262) - 5574*

FPrther, combining the vertical loads at each rotor,

2jFVert - 7703 + 5574 - 13,277

Before considering the comparison of measured forces and known forces acting
on the helicopter, the unknown lift load at each rotor is estimated from the
ca location.

I 254" 254"

13,500#

Forward Rotor,

Lp 508 x 13,500 a 7350#

Aft Rotor,

L A 508 x 13,500# = 6150#

From this distribution, the steady lifts are defined by adding the estimated
downwash and pitch link compressive load, and theni subtracting the rotor weight.

LF - 7350 + 13,500 (.02) + 3(70) -667 a7163#

3Est. Dovnwash Pitch Link Rotor

3L! 6200 + 13,500 (.02) + 3(70) -667 *6003#



The table below presents a comparison of the measured forces and the estimated

sedlod: Forward Rotor Aft Rotor Forward & Aft Rotor

Lo~ad
Direction Measured Est. Error Measured Eat. Error Measured Eat. Error

-3 -r Longitudinal 44 0 +44

Lateral - - - - - - 33 0 +-33

3Veitical 7703 7163 -540 5574 6003 +429 13169 13277 ±108

Lateral and longitudinal loads are close to the estimated accuracy shown

I

previously. Further, the difference between the estimated total vertical
lcid and the measured loads are within estimated accuracy of 360 lb.
Iutvidually, the forward and aft rotors are slightly above the specified
accuracy, but this variation reflects some inaccuracy resulting from
-s-imation of the cg location and downwash distribution.

I La
Fromtthn measured toru terraf or spoeare s croMalula ed as .Ero

Total Shaft Power 1011 H.P.

This measured power shows reasonable agreement with a calculated power

requirement of 1100 H.P. for the same flight condition.
From the results of this steady load check, it was concluded that the
i t vccuracy of the steady load measurement was adequate f or the flight program.

Fixed System Steady Loads - Figure 11 presenzs the fixed system hub forces
and moment as an airspeed sweep at 258 rpm and rpm sweeps for 40 and 90

knots.

For reference, the H-21 forward and aft rotor shafts are parallel, but
the rotor is rigged to produce a dihedral effect which promotes better
speed stability. A side effect of this feature is that in order to maintain

a hover attitude, the combination of longitudinal cyclic and differential
collective pitch control must provl a greater aft longitudinal force

Sat the forward rotor than the aft rotor. This 1i illustrated in Figure Ila
shoirng a 500 lb aft force at the forward rotor, and a 200 lb forward force
at the aft rotor in hover. As speed increases, the forward force at the
aft rotor decrease&, and above 80 knots reverses direction. The aft longi-
tudinal force at the forward rotor increases with a re pspeed.

Ih oo srge opoueadherlefc hc rmtsbte
speItblt.Asd feto hsfauei hti re o iti

I oe tiue h obnto flniuia ylcaddfeeta
I colecive itc €otrolmus pr,.-i agreter ft ongtudial orc
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Rotor shaft torque, HZ in Figures lib and lc sverp s about 160,000 inch-lb
for the aft rotr and about 60,000 inch-lb for she forward rotor. The rotor
directions are as shown In Figure 12. The torque differential of 100&000
in-lb due to the larger aft rotor torque acts counter clockwise on the aircraft,
and must be balanced by approximately equal and opposite lateral loads at
both rotors. The necessary load uanitude is approximately 200 lb. In Fig-
uras lb and lc it is seen that these loads do occur in the massured Iy,
averaging about 200 )b to the right at the forward rotor and to the left at
the aft rotor. Roll omsnt NX is also related to this effect since the
forward rotor roll mmnt is roll right, and the aft rotor roll moment
is roll left. In hover, the rotor torques, become nearly equal.

Third Harmonic Fixed Syste leads - With a three bladed helicopter, thirdharwnnic vibration levels are usually the dominant portion of the vibration
e~viromnent. Figure 13 presents the inasured third harmonic fixed system
loads. The second and fourth harmonic rotating shaft loads from which
the third harmonic in-plane loads result are presented in Figures 15% and
16.

Figure 13s, tht 3.1 airspeed sweep, shows that shaft force resultants
average, 1P lb F Ib Fz lb

Ia Ju Lateral Vertical

Forward 800 250 200

Aft 1300 300 400

The longitudinal loads are easily the larger, and the aft rotor loade are
larger than those at the forward rotor. This i particularly marked at
60 knots where the aft load's almost three times the forward load. No
clear general trend with airspeed is evident. The vertical-force peaksat 60 knots on the aft rotor, however, the forward rotor vottical has a
minimum in .this. speed region and shows a rapid, fairly steep rise to
103 knots.

Figures 13b and 13c, rotor speed sweeps at 40 knots and 90 knots, indicate
* an extremely rapid load buildup with rpm for longitudinal load at both3 rotors and for vertical load at the aft rotor. The sine component is

largely responsible for this trend at 40 knots, while both the sine and
cosine contribute at 90 knots aft rotor longitudinal load was nearly twiceI as large ao the corresponding forward rotor load.

Third harmonic vertical loads arise from direct addition of third harmonic
*' blade root vertical shears. Third harmonic in-plane loads result from

second and fourth harmonic blade root horizontal shears as snows in
Figure 14.I

I
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I Second &a Fourth Varmonic Rotating Sytea La. - figures 15 and 16 prest
the rotating second and fourth harmonic in-plane loads. The second harmonic
resultant loads show a tendency toward the high hover, low cruise characteristics
in the forward rotor, but not in the aft rotor. The fourth harmroic airspeed
sweep produces relatively constant resultants within most cases, a tendency
to increase sharply at high forward speed.

Numerical combination of these loads into the fixed system third harmonic
is illustrated in Figure 14 for the forward rotor at 20 knots. The second
and fourth harmonic rotating loads are additive in forming the longitudinal
fixed system third harmonic load, subtractive in forming the lateral fixed
system harmonic load, hence longitudinal loads are in almost all instances

* larger than lateral loads.

It is of interest to note certain similarities among the second harmonic
airspeed sweep curves in Fiiure 15a. The FX sine curve of the forward
rotor is the negative of the Fy cosine curve; the Fy sine curve is the
same as the FX cosine curve of the forward rotor. The aft rotor shows
similar characteristics, however the pattern differs in sign relation because3 of the opposite direction of shaft rotation. The fourth harmonic airspeed
sweep illustrates its own pattern, Figure 16a. The Fx sine curve is the
negative of the F cosine curve. The same similarity patterns between
longitudinal and lateral second and fourth harmonic loads are also evident
in the rpm sweeps.
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Conclusions

An extensive rotor hub load measurement program has been conducted, givingI a complete picture of all the steady and oscillatory loads acting in the
rotor shafts of a tandem helicopter. Shaft strain gage instrumentation
was developed, calibrated and flown which had average accuracies of 6%
for steady load and 4% for oscillatory load.

With a three bladed helicopter, third harmonic vibration levels are usually
the dominant portion of the vibration environment, so that the thirdharmonic "iads measured here are particularly important. Longitudinal
shaft loaas were the largest, averaging 800 lb at the forward rotor and
1300 lb at the aft; lateral loads averaged 250 and 500 lb forward and aft
respectively; vertical loads averaged 200 and 400 lb forward and aft
respectively. Aoth roll and pitch moments averaged 2,500 in. lb at thej forward rotor and 5,000 in. lb at the aft rotor.

In-plane loads exhibited a trend with airspeed, low in hover, high at 20
knots transition, low at 80 knots cruise, and then a rise toward the top
speed at 105 knots. Vertical loads differed; the forward rotor was high
at hover and 105 knots, low at 60 knots; the aft rotor was low at hover
and 105 knots, and peaks at 60 knots. Rotor speed sweeps at 40 and 90
knots indicated an extremely rapid load buildup with rpm for longitudinal
load at both rotors and vertical load at the aft rotor. Lateral loads
and t1w momenta were not strongly affected by rpm.

Third harmonic vertical loads arise from direct addition of the vertical
components of third harmonic blade root normal flap shears. Third harmonic
in-plane loads come from second and fourth harmonic blade root lag shears
and from horizontal components of second and fourth harmonic blade root
normal flap shears. The measured second and fourth harmonic resultant
rotating loads were the same in the longitudinal and lateral directions;
in the rotating system these dirqctions refer to the master hub spline
azimuth and its perpendicular. The equality of these rotating longitudinal
and lateral loads is a proof that the causative blade root shears are
harmonically repetitive at each of the three blades. Second harmonic
rotating loads averaged 500 lb at tha forward rotor; 900 lb at the aft
rotor. They displayed a tendency toward tha high hove%, low cruise,
*force levels which are characteristic of che fixed third harmonic airspeed
sweep, and showed a definite increase with rotor speed. Fourth harmonic
rotating loads averaged 250 lb at the forward rotor and 500 lb at the
aft rotor. There wore moderate changes with airspeed, but large increases
with rotor speed. In converting to the fixed third harmonic system,
second and fourth add to produce large longitudinal loads and subtract
to produce small lateral loads,
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INTRODUCTION

I During the development of the HH-43B Huskie helicopter rotor system,
which uses a servoflap-controlled, torsionally flexible rotor blade inI a teetering hub configuration, the opportunity arose to obtain a
limited amount of flight test data in areas related to rotor unsteady
aerodynamics and dynamic loads. The data obtained allowed some insight
into the significance of unsteady aerodynamics on forward flight rotor
stability, of the influence of rotor stability margins on rotor loading
in normal operating regimes, and of possible ground test methods for
substantiating rotor flutter stability margins. This information isI presented here in summary form.

I BACKGROUND

During the conduct of the KH-43B structural demonstration program in
1959, flutter was encountered during the buildup to high-speed diveI test conditions. Two distinct flutter modes were found, one involving
servoflap bending and rotational deflection (against control system
stiffness) and the other involving blade bending and servoflap rota-I tional deflections. These flutter modes were found to be critically
dependent on rotor lift coefficient and dynamic pressure, occurring
only in high speed partial power descents.

I Subsequent whirl testing at speeds well beyond normal overspeed whirl
test requirements showed that it was possible to duplicate the in-
flight occurrences during static whirling. This enabled standard
flutter elimination techniques (mass balance, stiffness, and hinge
moment changes) to be used to raise the flutter speed well above the
operating range, and to substantiate this change prior to flight.U Subsequent limit speed flights in the critical power ranges confirmed
the satisfactory nature of the changes made, showing no re-occurrence
of flutter in the entire flight envelope.I!Il

I
I'_ _.2 .. 5,
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DISCUSS ION

Figure 1 shows a typical variation of vibratory servoflap load with
collective control position at constant airspeed. The data was obtained
by establishing an aiLspeed in level flight and then slowly loweiing
collective while increasing rate of descent so as to maintain airspeed.
Collective variation was sufficiently slow as to make each data point
shown a quasi-steady state point. When the collective -ontrol positionI reached 48 percent of the level flight requirement, a very sudden in-
crease in flap vibratory load was noted. Detailed examination of the
oscillograph data shows this increase in load to have resulted from theI sudden appearance of a new non-harmonic frequency in the loading. This
frequency appeared each time the blade reached the maximum dynamic
Pressure (advancing blade) region, then damped out rapidly as the blade

i total velocity was reduced. Recovery was accomplished by a further re-
duction in power, which again returned flap loading to normal levels.

Whirl testing showed this particular flutter mode to be a coupling of
rotor blade third symmetrical bending deflection with servoflap rota-
tional deflection (against control syste-M stiffness). Flutter only
occurred when rotor ':;ding was very close to zero lift (approximately
+10% of one "g" thrust). Flutter did not occur at integer multiples of
Fotor speed nor at any fixed multiple of rotor speed.

ij Analysis of blade loading in flight also showed that the lift coeffi-
cient on the advancing blade at the fluter point was very close to
zero. Flutter frequency was also equal to third symmetrical blade bend-
Ing frequency. Apparently, then, a wake coupling existing in hoverI operation and showing a strong variation with lift coefficient persisted
with similar lift coefficient effects out to advance ratios of at least
0.29.SI Since standard flutter analysis methods showed extremely poor absolute
correlation with the test results, the trends indicated to be signifi-

S cant by analysis were explored on the whirl test facility. Use of
servoflap mass balance was shown to provide the most expeditious means
of eliminating the flutter mode. This approach was substantiated on
the whirl rig and then in flight, yielding the data shown in Figure 2.

I This plot shows the variation of maximum vibratory flap load with air-
speed before and after the incorporation of the servoflap mass balance.
Below the flutter speed point no influence of the flutter mode onI vibratory flap load. can be detecte d, both the the original and the
revised configuration showing identical load.. Similar trends were
noted in blade torsional loadings.

I t might be of interest to note here that flutter loadings were consid-
erably higher during static whirl testing than in flight. This appeared
to be due to the intermittent entry and departure from the flutter zoneK in flight an compared to the continuous penetration of the boundary
during static whirl. The intermittent operation appearted to substan-
tially limit flutter load buildup.

|-L
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The incorporation of servoflap mass balance shifted the blade chordwise[ center of gravity aft. As predicted in Reference , this change in
chordwise c.g. resulted in an increase in high speed rotor vibratory
shear and bending moment. Xt was therefore necessary to add additional.Eblade mass balance to compensate for the change produced by the flap
counterweight. Figure 3 shows the effects of this change on blade root
flatwise vibratory loading, and compares the results with the load
variation predicted in Reference 1. Somewhat larger flight test varia-
tions are seen than were calculated. It should be pointed out that
this change in blade root loading increased rapidly with airspeed,
indicating the increasing importance of blade torsional deflections on

[ flatwie loading as airspeeds are Increased. Using cg-ac offset as a
I. means of vibratory load reduction at high speed, as suggested by Reference

1, appears to be a powerful tool; a 1/2% change in cg-ac offset produced
an 18% reduction in flatwise vibratory loading.

It has already been pointed out that static whirl testing was successful
in reproducing the characteristic frequency and lift coefficient sensiti-

F vity of the in-flight flutter modes. It is interesting to also note,
1.- as shown in Figure 4, that whirl test flutter speeds and flight test

flutter speed correlated well on a servoflap dynamic pressure basis.
While this result appears to be somewhat different than results obtained
on model rotors in the wind tunnel, and hence may only be applicable to
rotor systems with localized control devices, it has provided a convenient
means of providing successful ground substantiation of flutter integrity
in subsequent servoflip rotor configurations. Flight test investigation
on these rotor system has continued to prove that freedom from flutter
on the whirl rig means freedom from flutter in flight up to similarI servoflap dynamic pressure. Combinations of overspeed and propeller
slipstream velocity were used in achieving desired test "q". Additional
testing to define the usefulness of this method for general flutter

L substantiation would be desirable.

SUMMARY

In summary the data shown here indicates that:

1. Rduced damping at zero lift coefficient (wake effects) apparently
persists at substantial advance ratios (up to 0.3)

I ~2. Torsional coupling and relation between operating chordwise c.g.
and flutter boundary can have a significant influence on blade
vibratory loading.

3. Constant dynamic pressure testing offers some promise of providing

a means for static flutter margin substantiation.

I _______

I 1. Helicopter Blade Vibration and Flutter, R. K. Miller and C. W. Ellis,
Journal of the American Helicopter Society, July 1956

=/
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
STUDY Of' LOCAL INDUCED VELOCITIES

WJER A ROTOR DISC

3 by 0 AL VERSION
VS., TARARINE

5 GIRAVIONS DORAND - PARIS - FRANCE

I f m have to evaluate the aerodynamic loads cver a helicopter rotor
-, we must trke in acount the ffacte prodoced by wake vortices issuing

I r pwupoms is to define these wake vortices in permanent state by using
...ts ur tarts performed in the wind tunnel. This will be done in three

• 9t we shall show the location of helix vortices.

rna, ., shall apply these results zo a sample calculation in hovering -'light.

i-aly we shell give some .-a-s,.ts for the transient dynamic case.

7-e most extensive part of the resultz presented in this paper comes fzom
-e "E mer4imental and theoreticel study of local induced velocities over a rotor
S ' analytical evaluation of the primary loads acting on helicopter rotor

I : Thj.z work was carried out by "GIRAVIONS LOhAND'Co." under the sponsor-
. trw, EUROPEAN RESEARCH OFFICE US. DEPARTMENT - THE ARMY.

' taKe hare the occasion to thank the U.S.A. TRECOM who made it possible5 -a -oirk to be accomplished and to be preaenz:d nere to day.

Ail the wind tunnel tests were performed wind tunnel of the Institut
-I- aiiques des Fuides at Marseille.

zk-TION' OF FREE 'RflM

- Slide I shows the case where the circulation r is conistant along
tr e span but vaz4 as with time. The straight 4ides of the classical hor&e

shoe vortices are now helix like curved lines. The radial vortices
appear as the rate of circulati3n r changes with time.

Sl ide 2 shows the theoretical case where the circulation r' varies
along the - an. The rapid rate of change of r at the tip of the
tioda, between points 2 and 3. produces a well located vortices which
,-an easily be swAn in wind tunnel. The slow rpte of change of cizcu-
lation r at the root of the blade between I and 2 gives a more
iffuslr vortie.

S de 3 offers a theoretical :-planetion.
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Slide 4 shows the tip vortics. The helix is strongly deformed at the
rear section under the OLsc.

Slides 5 and 6 show the root helix vortice which is moving in a tur-
bulent region.

Slides 7 and 8 show the tip helix vortices. I have drawn the contour
line of the root vortice. The interference between the two vorticee
is the cause of the strong deformation of th helix at the rear
sector of the disc.

For this reasan we can not aesse a regular helix form and we are
obliged to consider the real helix.

1.2-

Slide 9. For an instantaneous azimuthal position =J'2t of the
blade we have niessured the vertical distance A, As , AsA between
two successive vortices, In this wey we know the correct distance
a the vortice in the nsibozrhood of the instantaneous blade position.
This measuront wes made on corresponding pairs of photos.

I We have achieved this in two different ways.

In the first method smoke was emitted from the tip of the blade.
We have already seen a pair of these photos.

In the second method (slide 10 and 11) the smoke omissiun was external
and was directed so that the tip of the blade cut the emka at different
given azimuthal angles.

- For every "flight" we repeated the experiment for 24 different azi-
muthal values.

- We may writo that the vertical distance A4 At is product of
V iv) inflow velocity time the time interval which separate two
succeskv vortices.

t, A = T \ 4
(1, ) T __

S2

I C)) velocity is the inflow velocity induced by the wakes.
This velocity' is not the induced velocity to be introduced in the
thrust formula but it helps us to locate correctly the wake vortica
in the neigh-bourhood of the instantaneous blsde position.

We have cnpqared this inflow Velocity to the mean induceo FROUIE
velocity VZ,, given in the text book i

(1,2) '1(qCVZLf

-2-o' I



Slide 12 - The typical variation of non dimenional inflow velocity

with azimuth is s on in slide 12.

Slide 13 shows the some variations around tle disc.

1 3 We have studied the different influences of t

- ollective pitch

- tip speed ratio

- angle of attack of the rotor
( OC is considered negative for nose up)

- cyclic pitch (pitch and roll)

- solidity

- Lock's constant.

Different curves are given in the text. The most impoLtant influences
come from the tip speed ratio, angle of attack of the rotor and cy&.a.c
pitch. The collective pitch and solidity influence mainly the mean

value ..
1.4- We are now able to give coordinates of an element of a helix vortice.

I Slide 14. Lot us consider at time t a vortice elment wich had left
the blade V seconds ago that is to say at t -

- For an element of tip vorice we propose i

11 I, 3) t3 T = R sin ,, j t -Zj.

* This i ns that after leaving the blade the vortice element has been
taken by the resultant wind due to flow velocity plus Vj%()(the
inflow velocity is shown in the curves given in the text.

j - For an element of helix vortice we propose the following formula.t

X R x V~\cs.LI 7.Lz1 ) 4 r.,COS 2( tt

L A t - + VM t

After a period, r. is eitumted approximately at the cmniar of gravity
of the positive &Xivativos of the circulation,

-3-



(,,5 - Elide 15 - T.e ,t.r of the ti vortice' ,e*qand oppoeite I

The rM va ue ca bev pped a FOURI ER i and the firt
tern can be estimated by the forvula of MECIJER DREES,

1.6 - We may now calculatc the location of wake vortices.

2.1 - How may we apply the previous reiults to calculate aerodynamic loads4 along the blade.

Slide 16 - We shall treat tho voke of the blade in two zones. The
first gons iu in the plane of the disc; it is defined by two azimu-
thal positions t

instantaneous 1 1
(291)

and

This zone can be trdated by methods silar to those used for
fixed wings.

I Ths second zone of the wake compriss two helix vortices and possibly
radial vortices. We estimate that if the disc loading is great
enough we can teks into account only helix vortices with a constant
T circulation strength.

1 2.2 - As a numerical exmple we took the two blade rotor of Mr John
R.RABOTT Jr. (NACA T.N. 3688 July 1956, and we shall compare the
theoretical results to the experimental results found by Mr RABBOTT.

Slide 18. The local circulation r (r) at a station r along the
A blada is given by the lift line equation s

(2,2) rA~ r) -32 d.r r

The inAed velocities are produced by the wake of blade A and
blade ". The velocity produced by the wake of blade A is divided
into two zones (1 and 2) the new equation can be written az follows

i~~~L Lei, ri,--{<<"

'U -4-



The unknown quantities ae

I rA (r) a function of r

4 (2,4) i mxiaum value of circulation

VZ7 inflow velocity

The inflow velocity value is calculated by the elementary FROUDE strip
fornula at - 0 5,

- To resolve the equation we used an iterative method. We estiiata the
value of r'4 and we calculate the rA (r) ftnctioi. Then we draw
the curve r.A (r) to obtain a now maxima value; the proe "e il
repeated end in the case presently conlidered we found we required
four iteretions to obtesn a good soltion (Slide 19).

I The comparison between the -opoeed method (Slides 20 and slide 21) and
the szpaximental results is valuablo. However it will be neces ary to

j examine other examplc: to verify the theory.

3 - R EMSJLT5 F'UR T TRANSIENT STATE AERODYNAMICS

1 3.1 - These a few underlying reaults of transient state aerodynuuic will
help us to propose a trestamemt which tpkz into accoutit the effect
of radial vortices in permanent state.

3.2 - If we change the collective pitch from k. to k4 (Slides 22, 23,
) the response in thrust of the rotor can present very different

aspecta becaue there are many ohenamena which may interfere.

- Primary factors sem to be i

a) the rate of change of collective pitch

b) flapping movement

c) disc loading.

jWe shall now consider a few results experimentally observed.

3.3 - The two blade rotor had heavy blades (the LOCK constant was approxima-
tively 0.64). This enabled the wake easodynamics to be observed. The
flapping movaramnt is sull but poorly daped (Sidss 24 and 25).

The circulation r around the blade is i

Ir K- -

Sis the inducad angle by the first zone of the wake.

I is the induced angle by the second zones of the waka.

Nol -1



u. the crclto *.,.age with ties the tip helix vortice is fed
with new vartioe . These vorticee n be ewn in the wind tual
by m-a of smoke tracers. Their .u" u increases with the rate
of change of collective pitch (Photon).

These vorticee produce a doubli effect j

I - They pass under the blade and soy induce the LOEWY'S (Van VDOACN)
effect.

2 - They deform the wake and change ita intensity.

We have effected i, hvering Ofligt" a slow rate of change of
collective pitch, the distance between two suorwm'ive vortices wes
greater than I - 1,5 chord lengths. Within boundaries of this eqw-
riment romfas.

1 - If we change collective pitch frm Q,. to (Cq the finfa perma-
nent state is established af ter the vortics has trevclled
a vertical distance equal to epproximtively one blade chord.

2 - The thrust variation with time is not exactly the sme if we
diminish or increase the pitch.

3 - If the change of pitch in sinusoldal having a frequency from
0.5 to 3.5 cps. there is phaealag between the pitch and thrust
variation of' about cie period (T 27 .L)
The thrust is proportionnai to :

I.' -~ -At. , f(t-at) fQ ( t) Ft)
S(3,2) At

1 3.4 - The influence of flapping may have two aspects s

I - The flapping velocity changes the circulatin r of theI blade i

1 ~(3.3) kl k( 6c- ,-Z 1 .A

2 - The flapping modifies the distance from the blade to the wake
under the disc. This distance measured in half chords is s

1 (31,4) -z -,2 Ar.

of- angle of incidence of the blade

a' local solidity.

this distance can be quit great in two cuaes t| -6-



Ia:light blades exitd at frqwciag between 0 an A
b) -all blades at the resonance frequency n

Th to reiosphaosna are bound together. We can observe them an
ths slide ( 22 ). As the pitch h. reached its final value ths
remains same tiwA after only the movmont of the blade it self,

Th oretically the thrust variation is pxqcortionnhl to : (Slide 36)

(Slide 22) In fact the thrust oscillates with a period 30 % greater
than T - period of revolution.

The d mping of this oscillation is lower by about one half then
themoetical one.

3. 5 - W K

We esti t that in usual permanent flight the effect of the variatior
of circulation 4r which is attached to radial and helix vortices
will be a Wr corrective only. We suggest the following form i

4 44

I - We tried to define the wake vortices be using extensive experimental
results in non dimensional form.

2 - The strong interference between the two hall* defoms th -e-gular curvau
nd we axe obliged to consider the real helix, This phenomenum is cer-

tainly influenced by the neigh-bourhood of the fuselage for low '
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ROTOR AIRLOADS*

Raymond Piziali, Hamilton Daughaday, Frank DuWaldt3 Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.

3 INTRODUCTION

The problem of adequately predicting the aeroelastic response of rotating

wings has been one of the most formidable problems to confront the aircraft

industry. Industry has had to rely on expensive semiempirical methods and

3 previous experience to design and develop these aircraft components. Such

procedures do not provide the designer with a clear-cut rational approach to

I his problem and they provide little hope of optimizing the blade design to any

given set of specifications.

3 The aeroelastic problem can be thought of as consisting of two closely

related parts: the aerodynamic loading, and the dynamic response of the

system. They are, of course, interdependent and related such that the aero-

dynamic loading excites the response of the structure and, at the same time,

Idepends on it. In general, the dynamic response of the system will consist

of fuselage motions and blade motions - i. e., rigid pitching, flapping, lagging,

and all the coupled bending (both flapwise and chordwise) and torsion modes of

the blades -while the aerodynamic loading will consist of the total reaction

of the air on the blade sections. This aerodynamic loading will include the

unsteady lift, induced drag, pitching moments, and profile drag which are

appropriate for attached and separated flow conditions with the blade sections

E operating in normal and reversed flow.

The vortical wake of a rotating wing is quite complex; however, for

steady-state translation of the rotor and as viewed from the wing in the

rotating coordinate system, it is periodic. The wake-induced velocities at

i the wing will, therefore, also be periodic and these together with the periodic

:. -. . t...._...l" 4 ty ltvdnamic pressure) will cause the

3 aerodynamic loading to be periodic. Thus, due to the time-varying airloading,

* This work was accomplished under the sponsorship of the U. S. Army TRECOM.
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the vortical wake will consist of continuous distributions of shed and trailing

vorticity which, at any instant, will be generally concentrated on a skewed

and distorted helical surface; these distortions of the vortical wake from a3 skewed helical surface are, of course, the result of the time-varying three-

dimensional induced velocity field of the wing and wake.

I The above discussion points out the general complexity of the over-all

aeroelastic problem for rotating wings and the interdependency of its various

aspects. Any practical method of predicting this aerelastic response will

certainly make use of many simplifying assumptions. Some of these3 assumptions will be generally applicable; however, there will be others

whose validity will depend on the particular wing and operating condition3N being analyzed. For example, in general, it will not be possible to neglect

the aerodynamic coupling of the blade modes but for a specific problem this

may be a valid assumption. Also, it will probably not be possible to compute

the aerodynamic loading and the structural response independently; they will

have to be computed simultaneously by satisfying the equations of motion or,

possibly, by iterating between separate loading and response computations.

Any method of solution of the rotating wing aeroelastic problem must

adequately predict the wake-induced velocities at the wing. However, it is

very difficult to represent mathematically (or computationally) the wake effects;

this, in the past, has been the prime obstruction to an adequate solution. The

attempts of earlier investigators to solve this problem necessarily were based

on relatively drastic simplifications of the wake in order to make the problem

computationally feasible. Modern high-speed digital computing machines have3 now made it physically possible to account for much more of the realistic

wake detail. It is, therefore, now possible to formulate a representation of3 the wake which will eniable accurate computation of the wake-induced velocities.

This paper reviews our initial approach to the rotating wing aeroelastic

problem and some of the results of this effort. A detailed discussion of this

initial effort and the results are presented in References 1, 2, and 3. This3 is followed by a discussion of some of the remaining problems and the line of

attack currently being followed in their solution.I,
*



THE INITIAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

For the initial effort on this problem, it was felt that it would be

advantageous to concentrate on only the aerodynamic loading aspect of it

(i. e., to bypass, for the present, prediction of the structural response).

This was facilitated. by using measured dynamic response as a known input

with the exception of the first harmonic flapping which was approxima-ly

forced to equilibritun by an iteration with the flapping equation of motion.

I Furthermore, an attempt was made to simplify the problem as much as

possible for the initial effort by eliminating all but the most essential features

SI and effects.

fnEach blade of the rotor was represented by a segmented lifting-line

- (bound vortex) located along the steady deflected position of the quarter -chord.

The number of segments, n , and the length of each segment are arbitrary;

they are each straight and of constant vortex strength. The lifting line is

considered to advance in a stepwise manner through " N " equally spaced

azimuth positions.

In the wake, the continuous distributions of shed and trailing vorticity

of each blade are represented by a mesh of segmented vortex filaments; each

segment is straight and of constant vortex strength. The segmented trailing

vortex filaments emanate from each of the end points of the lifting-line

segments. The segmented shed vortex filaments intersect the trailing

3filaments in a manner such that the end points of both are coincident (Figure 1).

The strengths, dP/dt , of the shed elements are equal to the change in

Istrength of the bound vortex segments between successive azimuth stations

and are deposited in the flow at each azimuth station of the bound vortex. The

strengths, df'/dr , of the trailing vortex elements are equal to the differences

in strengths of A'-jacent bound vortex segments and are deposited in the flow

in a manner such that they connect the bound vortex end points to the shed

vortex end points. The displacement time history of the wake elements is an

input in this method; thus, any physically realistic distortion of the wake can

be incorporated into the computation of the airloads.

3
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For each azimuth position, the airloads are computed at the mid-points

of the lifting-line segments. Thus, the airloads are computed at ( rn ) ( N )
points of the rotor disk. These points Ph of the disk are labeled as shown

h in the example of Figure Z; subscript, k. , refers to position in the disk.

The expression for the lift per unit span, for a blade section at any point, PA

I of the disk, is taken to be

I where

-x a b. AI x A -

The quantity in parentheses is the instantaneous "effective" angle-of-attacke at the three-quarter-chord point, where oa4 is the instantaneous geometric

angle-of-attack with respect to the tip-path-plane, bAk the "effective" plunging

velocity with respect to the tip-path-plane, and ttA5 the velocity component

normal to the tip-path-plane induced by all the wake vorticity and the bound

vorticity of other blades. The strengths, ri , of the bound vortex elements

are considered to be the unknowns for the method of solution developed.

The velocity component in a given direction induced at a point by an

arbitrarily oriented straight vortex filament segment of constant vtrength is

given by the Biot-Savart law as:

I = f -e(3)

where e is the constant vortex strength of the filament, and the coefficient

is a function only of the coordinates of the point where the velocity is being

I computed and the coordinates of the vortex filament end points. The velocity,

Ur , of Equation (2) can be computed by summing the contributions (given by

3 Equation (3) ) of each individual vortex element of the blades and wake as

indicated by Equation (4).

31 f e (4)
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However, each wake vortex element strength e of Equation (4) is just the

difference in strength of two of the unknown bound vortex segment strengths,

F1 (i.e., 6 I'= - , where 0- and b are two values of the disk

I position subscript, A ). These e relationships are depicted in Figure 1

relative to a point Ph of the rotor disk. If these differences are substituted

3 for the e , Equation (4) can be expanded and the unknown rp grouped and

factored out. Thus, the L4 can be expressed as

3nN

3 In Equation (5), the I: are the unknown bound vortex strengths and each at;

is the sum of all the coefficients - of a common Q in Equation (4). By

I substituting the WjA given by Equation (5) in Equation (2) and letting X, =

a. bA (V -,-) , the following expression for I is obtained:

S- ., (6)

IA set of linear simultaneous nonhomogeneous equations with constant coefficients

is obtained when Equation (6) is written for each point, PA , of the rotor disk

I at which the airload is to be computed. Thus, the airloads problem is reduced

to obtaining the solution to this set of algebraic equations for which the unknowns

are the ( r ) ( N ) bound vortex strengths ro

The effects of stall were approximated by effectively limiting the lift

coefficient to its valv~e at the stall angle for effective angles of attack greater

than the stall angle of the blade section. It is possible within the framework

I of this initial method to use more representative lift coefficient variations

with angle of attack than the one chosen here. It should be noted, however,

3 that incorporating stall in this manner assumes that the stalled section lift is

all circulatory and there are, therefore, shed and trailing vortex elements in

the wake with strengths determined by the stalled values of the bound circulation.

In reality, the predominant part of the airload on the stalled section may bi

noncirculatory and due to the separated flow (i. e., analogous to the pressure

drag on a flat plate at large angles of attack). Some indication of the magnitude

I
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of the separated flow forces experienced may be obtained by using the measured

*1 airloads and dynamic pressure to compute the corresponding normal force

coefficients; they are found to be extremely large for portions of the rotor3 Bdisk where the blades are evidently stalled.

Reversed flow effects are account - for in the computation approximately
in that the sign of the lift force and the sense of the bound, shed and trailing

vorticity are always consistent with the local tangential velocity, V , and the

"effective" relative angle-of-attack of the section as it approaches and passes

through the region of reversed flow. However, the wake remains attached to3 the bound vortex oi the blade (although its position and orientation corresponds

to the local inflow velocity) and the bound vortex remains at T. , uarter -chord
while the blade approaches and passes through the region of rever_-i fu ,. In

reality, when a section is operating unstalled in reversed flow, the center of

pressure may be approximately at the three-quarter-chord; thus, the bound

vortex should, possibly, be placed at that station and the induced velocity
calculated at the quarter-chord.

Mach number and Reynolds number effects can be approximated as vari-3 i ations of lift curve slope of the local blade se.tions. For a given rotor and

operatir.g conditions, the Mach number and Reynolds number distributions

over the rotor disk are fixed (known); thus, these effectb can be incorporated

into the computations by introducing the proper distribution of lift curve slope
over the disk.

The sensitivity of the computed airloads to the number of revolutions of

wake retained and the wake distortion was investigated computationally for the

NASA model rotor (Reference 4) at an advance ratio of 0. 15.

-- For this rotor and operating condition, three revolutions of wake accounted

for practically all of wake-induced velocities; extending the wake to five revo-

- lutions only resulted in a maximum change of two percent in the magnitude of

the lowest harmonics of the airloads (i. e.. the steady. first. and second
harmonics). This was expected because the distant wake will have a relatively

1 6



uniform influence over the disk and, thus, affect primarily only the lowest

harmonics of the results. The general conclusion it that the first few

revolutions of wake are the most important with respect to dynamic airloads,

and the amount of retained wake will depend on the rotor and operating con-

dition being investigated.

ISensitivity of the computed airloads to distortions of the wake from a

regular skewed helical surface was investigated for several relatively

arbitrary distortions; the sensitivity experienced was moderate for this case.

The only conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the wake distortion

could possibly be important for certain specific rotors and operating conditions
and that further investigation should be undertaken to determine and properly

represent, at least to first order, these wake distortions. It should be

remembered that the wake distortions are the result of a time-varying three-

Sdimensional induced velocity field and cannot be properly determined by only
the induced velocities at the blades or in the plane of the rotor. However, it

is noted that reasonably good agreement with measured airloads has been

[achieved using a regular skewed helical wake which corresponds to a constant

and uniform induced velocity field. Thus, for the cases computed, this is

evidently a reasonable first approximation.

The measured and computed airloads are presented here for two different

rotors and advance ratios. They are: (1) the NASA model, which was tested

in a wind tunnel at A,- = 0. 15 (Reference 4), and (2) a full-scale HU-lA

helicopter rotor tested in flight at /A& = 0. 26 (Reference 5). To emphasize

the fact that apparent good agreement with respect to azimuthal distributions

I does not necessarily guarantee good agreement with respect to the harmonics,

the following two forms of presentation are used: (1) the azimuthal distributions

*1 (i. e., time histories) at each radial station, and (2) the radial distribution of

the sine and cosine components of each of the first eleven harmonics.

3 For the NASA model at w 0. 15, the computed and measured azimuthal

airload distributions (time histories) are presented for five radial stations in

£ Figure 3. The computed distributions have been adjusted to bave the same

17



mean value as the measured distributions at each of the radial stations, so

Ithat the nonuniform parts of the loads can be directly compared. In general,

the agreement appears to be good. A more stringent comparison is made in

Figure 4 where the radial distributions of the sine and cosine component of

each harmonic of the airloads are presented. It is, here, obvio,.s that when

the computed and measured radial distributions of the individual harmonics

are compared, the correlation does not appear to be as good; it is, however,

very encouraging.

For the HU-lA at A = 0. 26, the airloads were computed with and without

the measured motions of the blades; the computation without the measured

motions did, however, have the steady blade deflections and the first harmonic

rigid flapping motion. The measured motions used included the flapwise

bending, rigid flapping, rigid pitching, and the torsion modes; only those

harmonics of these motions which exceeded an equivalent recording trace

deflection of 1/50 of an inch were retained. Presented in Figure 5 are the

computed and measured azimuthal distributions of the airload at each radial

station; the computed results in this figure are for the case with the elastic
motions included and have been adjusted to have the same mean value as the

I measured results at each radial station. The agreement here appears to be
quite good, although it is not as good as was obtained for the NASA model at

I = 0. 15. Also indicated on each airload time history in this figure ln the
azimuth range where the computed instantaneous effective angle of attack

Kexceeded 140 (i. e., the azimuth range for which the lift coefficient was limited

to a stalled value in the computations). It is interesting to note the change in

character of these airloadings on the retreating side of the disk from the out-

board radial stations t. the inboard radial stations. This is evident in both the

computed and measured results and is apparently the effect of stall occurring

on the inboard blade sections. The radial distributions of the sine and cosine

components of each harmonic of the3e measured and computed airloads are

I presented in Figure 6. Here, the results of both computations are presented,

w 4 %h anA wthnit tha maaauAd motions. The most significant differences3 between the two computed results appear in the first through the fifth harmonics

3 8



because, with the exception of the fourth harmonic motions, only the first

I five harmonics of the motions were of enough significance to be retained;

the fourth harmonic motions were insignificant and, thus, neglected.

3 It is interesting to note that even though there were no fourth harmonic motions

used in the computation, a significant difference did appear between the fourth

3 harmonic airloads obtained from the two computations which can only be

attributed to the other harmonics of the motions. Here, as for the NASA model
M results, the correlation, based on the individual harmonics, does not appear to

be as good as that based on the azimuthal distributions (i. e., time histories);

the results are, however, very encouraging for this initial effort.

Some additional interesting results from the HU-1A computation which

used the significant motions are presented in Figures 7 through 9. In Figure

7, the induced velocity distribution is presented as a contour plot over the

rotor disk; these induced velocities at the rarious points of the disk are the

velocity on the blade when it is at the point, i. e., they are the induced veloci-

ties in the rotating coordinate system. It should be noted that the contours are

not of equal increments of the induced velocity. The two most interesting

features evident in this figure are the nonuniformity of the induced velocity

distribution, especially for an advance ratio of 0. 26, and the large induced

velocities and steep gradients on the retreating half of the rotor disk; the

[latter tend to alleviati the so-called retreating blade "tip-stall" by reducing

the instantaneous effective angles of attack. This is evident in Figure 8 which

presents a contour plot of the nondimensionalized, instantaneous, effective

angle of attack over the rotor disk; the angle of attack has been nondimension-

alized to an angle of 140 (the estimated stall angle for these blade sections).

Experimental wind tunnel results obtained by the NASA (Reference 6) seem, in

general, to confirm these results. The tuft patterns presented for operating

conditions which are well into the stall region appear to indicate that the out--I

board portion of the blades remained unstalled. Further, it was observed in

the tunnel tests that the total lift did not tend to fall off as the apparent stall

area inrreased, and the variation of longitudinal flapping with advance ratio

did not exhibit the change of slona that miuht hP &e%,v, tA haaI there h "r%-

gressive tip stall. The large induced velocities and steep gradients on the

I-
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retreating side of the disk and their absence on the advancing side are related

to the concentration of the trailing vorticity near the blade tips and shifting
of the airloading toward the tips on the retreating side. This shift of the air-

I loading, which is influenced by the inboard area of stall, is evident in Figure
9 (a contour plot of the airloading over the rotor disk).

I The induced drag and its harmonic analysis are also a part of the output

of this program. For this case, the first through third harmonics of the
induced drag are sizeable and resonance conditions could be toublesome at
the higher harmonics. This induced drag distribution, when used to compute3 thE, induced power, yields a result which is approximately three times that
obtained by a conventional method based on the uniform inflow assumption.3 The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that more rel.istic induced
velocity distributions will, in general, yield a higher induced power expendi-
ture. This is consistent with fixed-wing theory.

I
I
I
U
I

* These results are presented and discussed in more detail in Reference 3.

I
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I GENERAL DISCUSSION AND RECENT WORK

In the initial approach which has been discussed, the dynamic response

I aspect of the problem was bypassed to facilitate concentration of effort on

the development of the essential features of the computational procedure for

3 determining the airloading. As mentioned previously, this procedure was

possible since computed airloads were compared with loads measured in

flight for configurations where the dynamic response was also measured.

However, we must remember that our objective is to predict the aeroelastic

response and airloads on a blade when our only known inputs are given flight

conditions (i. e., cyclic pitch, collective pitch, advance ratio, etc. ).

3 Two methods have been considered fo - solving for the aeroelastic

response. One consists of an iterative procedure where the airloads would

be computed for givezn inputs and dynamic response, and these airloads are

then used to obtain a second estimate of the dynamic responses. The second

method involves the simultaneous solution of the aerodynamic load and

Kdynamic response problems.

It is clear that the iterative procedure has some fundamental difficulties

from a theoretical standpoint, although it may be adequate in some cases. The

g airloads computed at any step of the iteration are based on the prescribed

inputs and dynamic responses of the preceding iteration, and they include the

corresponding aerodynamic damping loads. There appears to be no exact

method available for separating the aerodynamic damping from this total air -

loading, although an approximate estimate of the damping can be made with

3 quasi-static aerodynamics.

The dynamic response for the next step of the iteration can be computed

treating the total aerodynamic force (including aerodynamic damping) as the

exciting force. In this case, the responses near resonances are very large,

3 being only limited by the comparatively small structural damping, and it would

be expected that the convergence oz the pVru t i=4% v L .

Sconvergence can be obtained by, first, approximately estimating the aerodynamic

II1 11
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damping and subtr- -t g it from the total computed airloading to obtain the

fcrcing function. Now, the same approximate treatment of aerodynamic

damping would be included in the computation of the dynamic responses for

the next step of the iteration.

Currently, we are evaluating the advantages of the exact treatment of

the problem which closes the loop on the airload and response calculations.

It turns out that the general technique which has been described for handlingU the airloads problem alone can be extended to include the determination of

the dynamic responses.

In steady flight, the response in each of the dynamic modes of interest

can be expressed as a Fourier series with the fundamental period of one rotor

revolution. Thus, for example, the amplitude velocity, and acceleration in

the qth dynamic mode can be written,

~Z (at. C"~ nSt + b, .4A n24, jr P7aE(- Q 1P nAtt b,,cooa nnt)

I However, this harmonic description of the response is incompatible with the

time domaiz, description which is used in the airload computation discussed

earlier. The situation is easily remedied by expressing the Q,, and b"

coefficients in terms of the N values of 9 at the N azimuth positions used

in the airload determination. By this means, the velocity, , and acceler -

ation, ' , at a given azimuth position, can be written in terms of the ? is

at all N azimuth positions. It also proves possible to express the structural

damping in each mode in terms of the N t 's.

3 When the dynamic response is considered simultaneously with -:he airloads,

an equation of motion is added for each of the S modes considered which must

be satisfied at each of the N azimuth positions. Thus, there are N timesU_ new variables to he intiludwd in tha mAtrhir* t.1~l*~ T" aAAI44^ 4-^

equations of motion obtained, Equation (6) is also modified when the dynamic

response is determined simultaneously. Some of the prescribed inputs, .IP

become linear functiovv of the new variables. However, the revised equations

3 can stiU be arranged in the same form and solved in an analogous m~ner.
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It has been found conceptually convenient to view the aerodynamic loading

3 aspect of the over-all aeroelastic problem in the following manner: The wing

and its "immediate" attached wake can be thought of as a "wing-wake system"

3 for generating a force. This system will have a characteristic transfer function

which will describe the variation of the output (i. e., the airloading) with the

frequency of the input (which is a time-varying angle of attack). The remainder

of the wake, which is the returning wake of the wing and all the wake of the

other wings in the rotor, and the motions of the wing are then thought of as

providing the jpyt to this system. For example, when the classical two-

dimensional oscillating wing problem is viewed in this way, the wing section

3 and its entire wake will make up the wing-wake system, and the inputs are

just due to the motions of the wing. When the immediate wake of the rotating.3 wing is considered as part of the system, it will influence the system transfer

function and, therefore, be effective in controlling the system response to the

'inputs rather than functioning as part of the input source. The point of division

between the immediate wake and the remainder of the wake is, here, unim-

portant because the model is used only as a convenient way of thinking about

the problem and not as a basis for computation. The problem is, thus, con-

ceptually divided into two parts: the first part being the inputs to the wing-wake

system, and the second part the wing-wake system itself.

The displacement time history of the wake will certainly influence the
inputs to the wing-wake system, and it has been determined that the airloading

can be sensitive to this displacement time history. At any instant of time, the

wake will appear to be a skewed and distorted helical surface. The skewed

helical surface upon which the distortions can be thought to be superimposed

is determined by the rotor translational velocity, the tip -path -plane angle, and

the rotational velocity of the rotor. The deviation of a particular wake element

3 from this surface at any instant of time depends in the induced velocities it

has encountered since it left the wing. Because th-, first revolution of wake in

3 lthe strongest source of Input to the wing-wake system, it should be positioned
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with the greater precision. Although the computational procedure of the

I initial effort is capable of accounting for any rather general wake displacement

time history, there still remains the question of the correct displacement time

I history. To determine this exactly would require that the total induced veloci-

ties be computed throughout the wake for each instant of time and that the wake

I elements be moved according to their local induced velocities for each incre-

ment of time; such a procedure becomes computationally impractical, even on

a high-speed digital computer. A possible approximation which is being

attempted would require repeating the loads computation at least once (i. e.,

at least one iteration) to determine the proper wake distortion. First, the

wake displacement time history would be assumed as it is now for the initial

method. The velocity time histories of selected wake elements would then be

I computed as well as the velocities at the blades. These wake element veloci-

ties would then be used to generate the wake displacement time history for the

3 second computation. It is anticipated that the position deviation from the

assumed displacement time history will not significantly alter the induced

3 velocity at each wake element; therefore, the convergence of the position

should be rapid. Additional iterations would be carried out to test this postu-

I lated behavior.

In addition to having an adequate representation of the input source for

I the wing-wake system, a successful computational procedure must have an

adequate representation of the wing-wake system itself. In the initial approach,

3 the wing was represented by a single bound vortex at the quarter-chord,

satisfying boundary conditions at the three-quarter -chor4 and the immediate

wake was represented by a system of concentrated vortex filaments shed at

equal increments of time. The major approximations involved in this initial

approach are: (1) the boundary conditions are satisfied at only one point on

3 the chord, and () the inmnediate wake is represented by concentrated vortices

equally spaced in time from the trailing edge. These approximations of the

3 wing-wake system seem relatively drastic, but they produce relatively good

-.-- - -T rr--- Arl fo - nai--.--- f- i

may be due to the relatively low reduced frequency range of the predominent

part of the airloading and/or may also be the result of compensating errors

3 arising from the approximations.

3 14



3 From a mathematical point of view, the boundary condit; ,n at any

instant of time over the chord, to be satisfied by a distribution of sing'ilarities

on the chord, is the eum of all the velocities normal to the chord at tha,

instant of time. This boundary condition, which is termed the "instantaneous

effective" boundary condition, is composed of the normal velocities due to the

angle of attack, camber, gusts, etc. (i. e., due to all the inputs to the wing-

wake system), plus the normal velocities induced by the immediate wake; thus,

3 it is through this influence on the instantaneous effective boundary condition

that the immediate wake is effective in controlling the wing-wage system

response. In the airfoil problem, this instantaneous effective boundary

condition is, of course, related to past history of the singularity distribution,

i, i., the airfoil problem is a succession of related boundary value problems.

If the singularity distribution (i. e., the distribution of bound vorticity)

Si expanded in a Glauert series and the instantaneous effective boundary con-

di'ion in a cosine series, the corresponding coefficients of the two series can

3 be shown to be directly proportional to each other. Because the lift and moment

arc functions of only the first four terms of the Glauert expansion, they therefore

dep ind only on the first four terms of the instantaneous effective boundary

conaition expansion. Thus, to predict the lift and moment, the wake repre-

sentation need only represent adequately the first four terms of the expansion

of the wake-induced velocity distribution (i. e., the low order part of the

distribution) and then the wing representation should be capable of satisfying

this boundary condition over the entire chord.

The amount of improvement in the computed lift which would result from

the use of such improvements in the computational model is not clear. However,

it is beiieved it would yield much more realistic aerodynamic moments; thus,

such improvements are being implemented to determine their benefits.

The chordwise boundary condition will be sati -fied over the entire chord

by directly computing, for each element of wake vorticity, its contribution to

each of the first four Glauert coefficients (instead of computing the induced

- -z::.%" --t !k = 4h*.-q -h, r1 due to each element as in the initial approach).

£ 15
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This is accomplished by the use cf Glauert's well-known integral which is
transformed to apply to the problem coordinate system. This amounts to

determining the first four terms of the cosine e,-pansion of the chordwise

induv. ed velocity distribution due to an element of vorticity arbitrarily oriented

with respect to tne blade chord. It is clear that the more distant a wake

element i& from the chord, the less will be its contribution to the higher-order

terms of its cosine expansion. Thus, most of the wake (specifically that part

I functioning as the input source to the wing-wake system) will cntribute

significantly only to the first two Glauert coefficients (those which correspond

to the linear and constant part of the instantaneous effective boundary condition

over the chord). The immediate wake (that part which functions as part of the
wing-wake system) will, of course, contribute significantly to all four of the

Glauert coefficients.

There are two possibilities for the representation of the immediate wake.
First, there is evidence fr-r some of our earlier computations that by proper

choice of the distance of the first concentrated shed wake element from the

trailing edge, it may be possible to reproduce the first four terms of tile

expansion of the wake-induced velocity distribution with sufficient accuracy

to enable computation of the lift and moment adequately for the reduced frequency

range of interest. The second possibility is a formulation which has been

developed wherein the shed wake is effectively made a continuous distribution

behind the wing from the trailing edge back as far as deemed necessary. This3 distribution is not fixed; for each azimuth position of the blade, this distribution

will be a function of the total circulation about each blade section for each of the

azimuth positions. Both of these wake representations, together with th, above

method of satisfy ag the chordwise boundary condition:., are being tried on the

two-dimensional oscillating wing problem in order to determine their adequacy.

In the initial approach, the mesh of shed and trailing vortex filaments
I 3 was maintained for the entire retained wake. It is now believed that it may be

possible to eliminate all the shed vorticitv for most flight conditions, except

3 that in the immediate part of the wake; this could reduce the computation time

by approximately one-half.

16
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should be remembered that the over-all problem is an aeroelastic

problem and the airloading is but one aspect of it. Because of the inter-

dependency of the airloading and structural response, it may be necessary

to compute them simultaneously in order to obtain satisfactory results.

Direct application of such a formulation to aeroelastic stability analyses

is evident, Another interesting area of application for this work is the

I maneuvering or transient flight conditions of the rotor.

The 'work accomplished thus far indicates that a practical solution to

the aeroelastic problem is feasible. However, there are many possible

approximations and assumptions which may be utilized, and those which are3 permissible are not yet clearly defined. Thus, it may still be possible to

improve the results while simplifying or, at least, shortening the computation.I
I
I
I
I
I
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_ |NOMENCLATURE

0 - Lift curve slope: dCJ/d e

_ b - Blade semichord at each radial station,

- "Effective" plunging velocity of the blade section; includes the
component of the free stream velocity, 14 , normal to the local
blade sections (i. e. , the effects of the local blade slopes).

- Subscript indicating position in the rotor disk.

, ift per unit span.

I h - Number of radial bound vortex segments representing blades.

i - Number of equally spaced azimuth positions at which the airloads
are computed; must be multiple of the number of blades in the
rotor.

P - The point of the rotor disk where the airloads are computed.

r - The radial coordinate of the rotor.

i I? - Blade radius.

V - Tangential velocity in tip-path-plane: Vx -l1 r + V; .

;I - Free stream velocity due to rotor translation.

Ur- The induced velocity component normal to the tip-path-plane at
the three-quarter-chord of the section.

0< - Instantaneous geometric angle of attack with respect to the tip-
path-plane.

- Stalling angle of attack for the blade sections.

o4- Instantaneous effective angle of attack with respect to the tip-
path-plane: oft -//V + - e

I - Longitudinal tip-path-plane inclination with respect to the free
stream velocity, V4
The unknown atrengti of the bound vortex segment representing
the blilA '. .

I
19



-~- Advance ratio: ~ V4 Go,.r ,a t;

I- Air density.

j- Azimuthal position.

A- Rotational speed of the rotor
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Figure I PICTORIAL EXAMPLE OF THE INITIAL PORTION OF THE WAKE OF A
TWO-BLADE ROTOR DIVIDED INTO FOUR (i.e. n 4~) RADIAL SEGMENTS

Itcs r

I5

3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 SUSRP 7 FTEI~

rAND k, INDICATES
POSITION IN ROTOR DISK

* x

Figure 2 SAMPLE MAP OF COMPUTATION CONTROL POINTS IN TIP PATH PLANE FOR3FOR n ',N 16
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COMPARISON OF FLIGHT MEASURED HELICOPTER

ROTOR BLADE CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIORS

AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS

By James Scheiman and Henry L. Kelley
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMAY

A comparison is made between airfoil chordwise pressure distribu-

j tions from helicopter ,tor flight tests and static two-dimensional

wind-tunnel tests. Differences in actual and two-dimensional-airfoil

pressure distributions are shown to exist. These differences in air-

foil characteristics are expected to amplify the blade flapwise and

Itorsional vibratory forces determined from two-dimensional-airfoil
data. Possible reasons for these airfoil differences are briefly dis-

cussed. The point is made that in endeavoring to confirm current

refined theories of calculating section angle of attack, it is essential,

in making data comparisons, that care be used to prevent these differences

I between .--.-ual and static two-dimensional-section data from obscuring

the effectiveness of the angle-of-attack calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Experience has shovi that the ability to perform an adequate

I structural dynamic analysis of the rotor blade is marginal. This lack

3 of ability has generally been viewed as attributable to unknown air

I na- on- - - -'-A. - - - ... .Sta VW

3 the applicability of two-dimensional-airfoil characteristics. This

view has tended to be confirmed, for example, by the results of rotor

I test inflow velocity measurements and by the adequacy of predicting
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helicopter performance by use of two-dimensional airfoil data. In any

, case, both inflow velocities and actual airfoil characteristics wast

be known in order to perform a reasonably accurate dynamic blade

analysis.

in regard to the inflow velocities, it is believed that the

I capability of theory to predict these velocities for tri- level flight

Ihas significantly improved recently. With these new theories the

danger exists for blaming the remaining inadequacy of the inflow theory

for any lack of correlation between test and theory, when the differences

may actually be caused by airfoil characteristic discrepancies.

I The validity of two-dimensional data has been given little detailed

attention because of a lack of actual operating test data. Partly to

help fill this gap, the NASA Langley Research Center has recently

completed a helicopter flight-test program which has utilized extensive

blade pressure instrumentation. These data provide a comparison of

I the actual and two-dimensional-airfoil chordwise pressure distributions

to the extent needed to illustrate that important airfoil characteristic

discrepancies do occur in the flight conditions sampled.

j Portions of the flight measured chordwise pressure distributions

for two flight conditions are disc.ased. Samples of these distribu-

tions are directly compared with two-dimensional full-scale data (see

ref. 1) by equating the two normal force coefficients. The chordwise

pressure distribution for other flight conditions and the movement of

3 the blade center of pressure are discussed.

U
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All reference to tvo-dimenslonal-airfoil characteristics in this

3 paper refers to static two-d nsional characteristics in distinction

to oscillating unsteady two-dimensional characteristics.

SYMBOLS

c airfoil chord

CN normal-force coefficient

Ap differential pressure measured on the airfoil

q dynamic pressure

r radial distance to blade element measured from center of

Irotation
i R blade radius measured from center of rotation

VF forward speed

x chordwise distance measured from blade leading edge

center of pressure of airfoil section measured from leading

edge

nondimensional tip-speed ratio,

*blade nominal azimuth angle, measured from dovmrnd position

in the direction of rotation and disregarding blade lag

motion

rotor angular velocity
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DISCUSSION

Normal-Force Coefficient for Flight

'!I With Blade Section Stall

A plot of the local normal-force coefficients CN along the blade

radius for different azimuth positions is shown in figure 1. The

flight condition is for a trim, level-flight-cruise forward speed and

I a reduced rotor rotational speed and is thus for a flight condition

i expected to produce local bladi-section stalling. Further details of

this flight condition are available in table IV of reference 2.

Notice the high values of normal-force coefficient in the area of

r/R - 0.55, = 2100 to * = 2400 and for r/R = 0.75, * = 250 ° .

I These coefficients correspond to dynamic pressures of approximately

50 pounds per square foot at r/R = 0.55 and 100 pounds per square

foot at r/R - 0.75. The normal-force coefficient values, in these

I areas of the rotor, corresrond to values above the maximum static

two-dimensional values of CN* Just prior to these high normal-

3 force coefficients a rapid rate of change in the normal-force

coefficient is noted. This change in CN can be directly related

to a two-dimensional-airfoil angle-of-attack change and the corresponding

3 high rates of angle-of-attack change can be explained, for example, by

the rapid changes in local inflow velocities through the rotor. In

I this instance an estimate based on successive normal-force coefficients,

in the previously mentioned high angle-of-attack area of the rotor,

indicates a rate of roughly 1000 per second or 10 per 2-1/2 blade-

I chord lengths. This rapid angle-of-attack increase will

U



provide a partial explanation for the lack of chordwise-pressure-

distribution correlation explored further in this paper.

The circles on this figure are points where chordwise pressure

distributions are discussed in figures 2 to 4; the solid circles are

points where twodimensional and flight data are compared.

Chordwise Pressure Distributions for light

i With Blade Section Stall

Figures 2 to 4 are for the same flight condition as figure 1,

which was selected with the expectation of producing local blade-

I section stalling. A plot of the chordwise pressure coefficient distri-

bution for r/R = 0.55 and * = 1650, 1950, 2100, 2250, and 2550 is

shown in figure 2. The blade-azimuth position, integrated normal-force

coefficient, and the centers of pressure are as indicated. At * 4 1650,

Ithe flight-test distribution agrees with the two-dimnsional data; the

n center of pressure is close to (slightly aft of) the quarter chord.

The normal-force coefficient is below the two-dimensional stall point.

At * - 1950 the normal-force coefficient of 1.3 is above the two-

dimensional stall value but the pressure distribution appears unstalled.

i At the remaining azimuth locations the norm4l-force coefficient is above

the airfoil section two-dimensional stall point and no two-dimensional

data are available for comparison. The pressure distribution is such as

3 to correspond to some separation and, therefore, the section can be

viewed as exhibiting stall characteristics although the details of the

I distribution have no counterpart in two-dimensional data. Based on

3 examination of the contours of figure 1, this increased maximum CN

I
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is expected to increase the vibratory amplitude of the actual airfoil

Iblade loads as compared with the predicted two-dimensional air loads.

It may be of interest that some variations in pressure occurred

I between rotor revolutions for these last three plots (average values

are shown); however, the distribution shapes are believed representative.

These variations in themselves suggest a stalled type of flow.

j Sample pressure distributions for r/R = 0.75 are shown in

figure 3; these distributions are for the same flight condition shown

Iin figures 1 and 2. For * = 1650 and 1950 the distribution shows

good agreement Fit'A two-dimensional data. As the azimuth angle increases

from * - 1950 to 2400, the normal-force coefficients again increase to

values above the two-dimensional stall point, although the actual air-

foil retains the unstalled two-dimensional pressure distribution.

The pressure distribution for r/R = 0.95 is shown in figure 4.

The normal-force coefficients are all below the static two-dimensional

stall point and therefore good pressure-distribution correlation would

be expected. For * = 450 and 750 the agreement between the flight and

two-dimensioial data is indeed reasonable, but at * = 900 and 1200 the

3 correlation is not so good. Thus, while a large part of the rotor does

behave in accordance with two-dimensional data, figures 2 to 4 show

that poor correlation can occur to a degree which would be expected toI: have a major effect on periodic blade loads.

U
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Chordwise Pressure Distributions for Flight

With High Blade-Tip Mach Nbers

The next trim level flight condition discussed for flight at a

high tip Mach number, for which the maximum blade-tip Mach number

was 0.76. The chordwise pressure distribution for the 0.95 blade

station is shown in figure 5. The normal-force coefficients are all

below the two-dimensional-airfoil stall point and good correlation

would be expected. The centers of pressure, however, are all farther

forward than would be expected, even for high Mach number operation of

a two-dimensional airfoil. For $ 300 there is reasonable agreement

between the flight and two-dimensional distributions, although for

* - 750, 900, and 1050 the flight data depart from the two-dimensional

data.

The 0.75-radius station shown in figure 6 is for the previously

described high tip Mach number flight. The flight-measured chordwise

pressure distributions, the centers of pressure, and normal-force

coefficients are typical of unstalled two-dimensional data. -The

correlation shown is good.

The high tip Mach number test for the 0.55-blade-span station is

shown in figure 7. Again the normal-force coefficients, centers of

pressure, and the distribution are typical of two-dimensional data.

The correlation with two-dimensional data is again good.

In mwtary, figures 5, 6., and 7 for the high tip Mach number flight

indicate that a large percentage of the actual chordwise presame distri-

"utions are in agreement with two-dimensional airfoil data. Only a

I
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sma1l (though important) percentage of the pressure distributions are

t not in agreement. Since the disagreement in this case is primarily

in the high Mach number regions, it appears that with careful selection

of the flight test conditions, it will be possible to find cases that

arrant compar ison with theories using the two-dimensional data to

study the adequacy of new angle-of-attack prediction theories.

IOther Flight Conditions

A small portion of the chordwise pressure distributions for a

number of other trim level-flight conditions have been reviewed and

the results were similar to the results of the previous two flight

conditions discussed in detail in this paper; namely, that portions of

I the actual operating helicopter blade do not behave in accordance with

t two-dimensional airfoil data. Because there are these cases where

important differences do arise, an exact knowledge of the rotor inflow

f velocities is not necessarily ufficient to descrihe the exact rotor

blade loading. Caution should therefore be exercised in interpreti, g

1 the correlation of flight measured and theoretical rotor-blade span-

wise loadings.

Measured Center-of-Pressure Movement

In an attempt to generalize the actual airfoil center-of-pressure

movement, a plot was made of the center of pressure as a function of

1,04 i &J!AUUi L le Lur 'rnree cirrerent flight conditions, and

this plot is shown in figue 8. Note tne forward shift in center of

pressure on the advancing ide of the rotor for all three flight



I conditions and the rearward center of pressure on the retreating side

3 of the rotor for the first flight condition (flight with blade section

stall discussed previously). The forward shift in center of pressure

I could not be explained by Mach number effects.

The flight-te o blade was a modified NACA 0012 airfoil (ref. 1)

i i and hence had no camber. The interesting possibility thus arises that

I if a small amount of camber, which would tend to add a constant moment

coefficient with varying angle of attack below stall were added, the

j variations in dynamic pressure with azimuth would then modify the

measured centers of pressure in such a way as to result in reduced

I one-per-revolution aerodynamic control forces. In other words, the

added source of moment variation with azimuth would be expected to have

a phase angle such as to offset partially the measured variations.

IDiscussion of Actual and Two-Dimensional-Airfoil

I Pressure-Distribution Differences

The reasons for the differences found between actual and two-

dimensional airfoil data are not completely understood. As is well

known, the flow conditions on a rotor are highly complex and many

I potential contributing explanations have long been at hand should

jsuch problems arise. Since the problem has now been verified in

tangible form, an effort is being made to sort out some of these

possibilities.

As one exaple, the fact that a high rate of increase in angle

of attack can give higher than stetic Cjn= values is well known

(for example, ref. 3), and this exTect has long been looked for in

I.
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rotor measureients. In some early investigations this effect was

apparently nog' I.gible, that is, stall was evidenced roughly where

expected. Apparently the other complexties of rotor inflow, and the

specific design details, prevented any significant occurrence of higher

Ithan static CNma values. In several more recent investigations,

including the present one, the opposite has been true. Dynamically,

this effect would be expected to increase the actual amplitude of the

Ioscillating air loads as compared to the calculated loads based on

two-dimensional data.

It should be noted that the most drastic source for high rates

of change of angle of attack is likely to be the striking of the tip

vortex from the previous blade. Consequently, the high rates of change

F and the CN  values in excess of static two-dimensional values may

occur in specific cases in basically mild flight conditions as Vell as

j in the low rotor speed or igh forwe-rd velocity conditiuns normally

associated with blade-section stalling.

ITime-varying blade yaw angles, spanwise flow on the blade, and

nonuniform velocity gradients in front of the airfoil are other

possible factors that may cause disagreement between actual and two-

dimensional airfoil characteristi(s.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I It has been shown that the actual helicopter rotor blade does not

always behave in accordance with two-dimensional airfoil data. These

&irfoil-characteristic differences are expected to amplify both the
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- . nd torsional blade oscillating loads. Possible reasons for

. Iff2rences were briefly explored. The point is made that when

ds are predicted from refined inflow theories a, compared with

. .. ta! loadings, caution should be execcised in interpreting

-"e6 in blade loading, since these may arise because of the

m-. cability of two -d! ensional data rather than inadequacies

:flow theory. Thus, before onpaxisons of actual and predi.ted

.1a- arc ....,d t.- . , ~ tyr .-,f -anle f'.sa+iel' c'g (-,IA

each experimental case used must be revi~ewed for e idencc. of

-esc-r.ce or absence oi discrepancies between the actual section

-= r characteristics as reflected by chorduise pressure distri-

a, the section characteristics being assumed in the analysis.

I

I
! ;0
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IIntroduction
The subject of this symposium covers one at the most important and yet in many ways

one of the most neglected areas of V/STOL technology. Certainly in an engineering,
sense the subject cannot be said to have been neglected since the problems of helicopter
vibration and fatigue (both human and structural) must be reduced to manageable propor-
tions by the exercise of ingenuity and much time and expense during the engineerinj
development stages, and this has been the history of V/STOL development since the first.
practical helicopter flew in the 1930s.

However the basic research which could lead toa better understanding of the physial
phenomena of VTOL dynamics and hence to a more rational solution of the associated
problems has been neglected in the past and the result has been a containment of the
problems rather than their solution. There are many valid reasons for this lag in 'esearch,
the most obvious being the efxtreme complexity of L system. However we now have both
experimental and analytical techniques available to us which could permit rapid investi-
gation of the aerodynamics and dynamics of V/STOL aircraft and which could lead to a
better understanding of the basic phenomena. It is axiomatic that without this understanding
control of these phenomena will never be possible except on a hit and miss basis.

The decision to hold a symposium on this topic is therefore mast welcome and timely. In
responding to the invitation to present a discussion at this meeting on work conducted at MIT
on'rbtor dynamics, a selection was made from the projects conducted during the past few years

I and only those pertinent to the title of this paper and of current interest were selected. Re-
search by others in the same area will not be referred to in the interests of time and because
a fairly complete coverage has previously been included in Ref. 1.I
Early Investigation of Airloads bX Meyer and Falabella

From 1947 to 1952 a series of wind tunnel tests were conducted on the aerodynamic loading
of rigid and flapping rotor blades. The initial studie: (Ref. 2) were confined to the measure-
ments of bending moments. One of the most interesting results was the demonstration of theI critical effects of blade resonance combined with the very low aerodynamic damping, clearly
evident from Fig. 1. Reasonable overall agreement between computed and measured bending
moments was obtained for both the flapping and rigid rotor but it was concluded that information
regarding the actual aerodynamic loading or induced flow was needed to establish the higherharmonic loadings.

! I
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Consequently a new program was started in which the blade airloads were measured
directly by means of a pressure transducer. Fig. 2, from Ref. 3 presents one of the results
of this investigation and shows the downwash distribution at the rotor disc deduced from
the measured airloads. These results are useful for verification of more recent theoretical
calculations of the downwash distribution and at the time provided experimental evidence
of the highly non uniform character of the rotor inflow which is itow recognized as being
one of the primary sources of the periodic excitation of helicopters,

It was during this program that the pronounced effect of flapping hinge offset on the

airload distribution of the rotor was noticed. This led to the conclusion that the effect
of a rigid ro;or cculd be achieved without the need for providing a high degree of struc-

tural stiffness; that is a hinged rotor could be designed to carry large first harmonic bending
moments at the hub by offsetting the flapping hinge appreciably from the center of rotation.
Of interest here is the pronounced influence of this first harmonic load variat'on on the in-

flow through the rotor, as shown in Fig. 3. A much more uniform downwash distribution

was obtained which would suggest that an equivalent rigid propeller carrying large first harmonic

moments in forward flight would be smoother than a flapping rotor. Structural and design
considerations determine the degree to which such moments could be tolerated in an actual

vehicle. This point is discussed further in Ref. 4.

Direct Measurement of Hub Loading

The investigations described above clearly indicated that appreciable higher harmonic

excitations were occurring on the rotor. Simple rotor blade aerodynamic theories using

* uniform downwash indicated that these loads would decrease rapidly with advance ratio.

However this clearly did not fit the observed facts. Consequently a program in which hub

loads were directly measured was initiated in order to explore this phenomenon more fully.

The program was conducted in two parts. In the first the rotor was subjected to forced as-
cillations and the results substantiated the large reduction in damping predicted by Loewy

due to unsteady aerodynami~c effects. In the second part the rotor was used as a mechanical
amplifier* for the aerodynamic harmonic load by placing the blade in resonance with the

harmonic to be investigated and measuring the resultant hub shears. As a result of this

series of tests it was obvious that a mechanism existed which produced high periodic airloads

on a rotor blade at integers of the rotor speed, that existing method. for predicting these

loads were inadequate and that unsteady aerodynamic effects in the presence of these oscil-

latory airloads were of prime ,mportance. (Refs. 11 and 12)

The experimental program was continued in order to investigate more harmonics, parti-

cularly the third which had not been covered in the earlier investigation and in order to

determine the effects of tandem rotor geometry on the vibration level. Because of the ob-

vious difficulty of changing geor-etry for such purposes in a flight test program results of this

;I nature are most conveniently obtained from wind tunnel tests. This program,conducted by
Duvivier, produced the results shown in Fig. 4, taken from Ref. 5 in which the pronounced
effects of geometry on tandem rotor vibration are evident.

During this program techniques were developed for measuring blade airloads directly by

means of single pressure pickups located at various spanwise stations along the rotor blade.

This permits the investigation of many interesting phenomena with relatively small models
in the wind tunnel and forms the basis of a continuing program involving the direct measure-

ment of rotor blade airloads under various simulated flight conditions and airframe geometries.
Because of the difficulties of covering a wide variation of trim conditions and geometry on a
LAI1 --- I- __"1 ..-.- L es.. ~ ~ .j..... . .~, ka4f+Ier slneA1rctnYnd;nn eif
rotor aerodynamic loading. fhis work Is sponsored by TRECOM, U, S. Army.
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Aeroelastic Investigations

Simultaneousl research was being conducted on the flutter characteristics of rotor
blades. Much o this work is not pertinent to this meeting, however two items are of
interest and will be briefly discussed.

Stall flutter of propellers, rotors and compressors has been a problem for years because
of the high angle of attack at which these operate. On a rotor blade this phenomenon is
believed to be one of the causes for the very high pitching moments experienced at high
advance ratios. Investigations by Ham (Ref. 6) defined the parameters which govern this
phenomenon and provided a valuable criterion by which its presence can be detected. For
example Fig. 5 taken from Rer. 6 shows the great dependence of stall flutter amplitude on
the amount of stalled area in the otor disc regardless of advance ratio.

Another aeroelastic phenomenon which is of importance in establishing the harmonic
loading of rotor blades is that arising from the deflections of the blade out of "'e plane
of rotation and out of the plane of its twist axis. The effects of this phenomenon on
flutter are discussed in Ref. 7. Its potential significance for blade loading is discussed
in Refs. 1 and 8 and may be demonstrated by a simple illustration. In Fig. 6 a blade is
shown with its normal elastic deflection. Primary torsional flexibility for simplicity is
assumed to occur at the feathering hinge located near the blade root. As the blade twists
about the feathering hinge components of centrifugal force act to increase this twist. That
is, a rotor blade bent out of its plane of rotation is not in static equilibrium. Since the
centrifugal force is severa; times the gross weight of the ship, clearly powerful blade
twisting moments can be produced by this mechanism. In Ref. 7 it was shown that in cer-
tain cases these moments could be equivalent to those produced by a 60/o shift in chord-
wise CG of the rotor blades.

Since rotor blades must bend elastically in the presence of aerodynamic lift, the cen-
trifugal force component as well as the stead state drag will cause periodic twisting moments
due to the periodic changes in blade bending deflection caused by the higher harmonic air-
loads. In addition, periodic changes in ind,,ced drag due to the higher harmonic content
of the downwash will combine with the steady state elastic deflection of the blade to produce
another source of periodic twisting moments. Twisting moments from these two sources will
cause harmonic changes in angle of attack and are therefore of considerable importanc6 inestablishing the blade loads.

Theoretical Prediction of Blade Airloads

The tests discussed above clearly indicated the need for an analytical tool for computing
blade downwash velocities which would take into account the individual blade wake geometry
and also introduce the effects of unsteady aerodynamics. Attempts to obtain a closed form
solution to this problem, or one based on tabulated integrals, were not successful and it was
evident that extensive computer facilities would be required to explore this problem and,
hopefully, to provide a basis for obtaining simplified solutions suitable for engineering ap-
plications. In 1960 the availability of an IBM 709 computer at the MIT Computation Center
and funds from a Carnegie grant permitted initiation of such a program. This is a continuing
investigation under BuWeaps sponsorship. The results to date have been published in Ref. 1,
8 and 9 and therefore only the intent of the research and the current status will be summarized
here.I
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It was decided that an attempt would be made to construct the program of research in
such a way -as to lead primarily to an understanding of the basic phenomena involved andto include insofar as possible a rigorous treoTment of tF2 unsteady aerodyn6mics.in order toaccomplish both these purposes the following approach was followed.

I. The computer progran was developed in such a way that the rotor infiows could
be obtained independently, if pcssible, of blade motions.

2. The classical approach in which the trailing and shed wakes were treated inde-
pendently and the unsteady aerodynamic effects determined separately was followed.

3. The program could be modified to a lifting surface rather than a lifting Nne ap-
proach when necessary.

4. Since the program was to be used primarily For research, numerical precision of
the different integrations would be varied over wide limits and over the different ele-
ments of the program as required.

5. The classical assumptions of a rigid wake of propeller vortex theory would not
be acceped.

It was hoped that this approach in addition to clarifying the physics of the problem would

also lead to a much simplified computer program.

Computer solution times vary widely depending on the degree of accuracy desired, Fig.
7 shows a comparison of the correlation between theory and experiment as a function of the
number of station! used in establishing the trailing vortex pattern for a harmonic of general
interest. The large number of stations of Fig. 7a are required to define the tip loading ac-
curately but the smaller number of stations of Fig. 7b would probably be sufficiently accurcte
for most engineering purposes. The two station solution (Fig. 7c) is useful for demonstrating
many of the phenomena of rotor blade loading and is a valuable research tool. At Mrnerate
speeds the bound circulation on the blade does not vary radically over the outer 500/0 span,
regardless of twist, from the minimum energy condition of constant circulation ared hence much
qualitative information may be quickly obtained by observing behavior of a hyr othetical
"ideally" twisted blade, as was done in Ref. 1, having a tip vortex and o roci vortex located
at a representative inboard station.

The degree of accuracy shown in Fig. 7a is by no means typical f." all rotors and har-
monics. For certain conditions more accurate solutions are required using much closer in-
tervals, a reiteration for non-rigid wake effects and a lifting surface theory rather than the
lifting line approximations. Such solutions and the conditions under which they are used
will be discussed later. The ideal fluid potential flow model used in these soluticns has,
however, certain fundamental limitatior6 (nd there is some question as to the degree of ul-
timate computation accuracy which would be meaningful in view of both these limitations,
and the difficulty of obtaining equally accurate test results or actual rotors under known con-
ditions. It is believed that, as in the case of fixed winqs, th i theory is of most value as a
research tool in order to clarify physical phenomena a.r4 ' . n the interpretation of test
results.

The decision to separate the blado motions from the computer solutions for downwash
resulted from the previously discussed ex-erim.ol evidence of the pronounced efite- of
blade elasticity o the airloads. If it cotild be assurned that the blade responded to an,
aerodynamic input which, to first order, would not be modified by this response then th?
problem could be considerably simplified since the solution for blade airload and for bladc
response to that airload couldbe separated. The basis for this hypothesis came from the
investigations reported in Ref. I From this study, it was evident that interharmonic coupling
effects could to first order be neglected. That is, for example, the nth component of
downwash generated by an mth harmonic lift variation was an order of magnitude less thcn

a -4-
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that generated by the nth harmonic lift variation. Furthermore higher harmonic airloads
are an order of magnitude less than the steady state load acting on the ship. Consequently
their convibution to the downwash distribution at the rotor disc wil b ;'o orders of mag-
nitude less than that contributed by the spiral wake generated by steady s.ote blade ift' dnd
this downwash is readily computed for any gross weight and mean inflow.

Having established the nature of the downwash variation around +e rotor disc the next
step Is to compute the airload ,ariation corresponding to this downwash distribution. Quasi-
static lifting line solutions give reasonable estimates of these loads but introduce appreciable
errors both in magnitude and phase. It is theref6re necessary to introduce the classica! lift
deficiency funcf ions of unsteady aerodynamics. In Ref. I a closed form solution was ob-
tained for this lift deficiency function, C(k) = F + iG (to use standard nomenclature) for
hovering flight and for an infinite number of blades and "' was shown that F and G reduced
to the following simple expressions, independent of frequency,

1

II
This result leads to the hypothesis that over all approximate values of the lift deficiency
function F and the corresponding phase shift G/F could also be obtained for the forward
flight ccse. Consequently typical values were computed some of which t.re shown in Fig.
8. A more marked variation with frequency was apparent than for the hovering flight
case;also the lift deficiency function gradually increases with p and eventually approaches
the two dimensionai classical value. Similarly G increases from a value very close to zero
ard again approaches the two dimensional valueaway from the blade tip. G, which deter-
mines the phase shift cannot be predicted by using lifting line theory because of the singularities
involved as the shed wake approaches the trailing edge of the surface, and lifting surface
theory must "rheiefore be used in obtaining these results. An approximate means of de-
termining ?his while still retaining the convenience of lifting line theory in the computer
solutions was sue.'isted in Ref. 8 in which an equivalent upper limit for the shed wake in-
tegrations was est blished. Lift deficiency functions obtained by these means are highly
accurate in comarison with the formal approach using lifting surface theory given in Ref.1.

Comp tation oi the rotor blade airload thus proceeds in the fol[ wing steps:

4. Compute the downwash distribution at the rotor disc due to a
trailing vortex system of constant unit strength originating from as
mr~ny spanwise stai ions as desired along the blade. The use of unit
vcrtex strength permits tabulating this downwash distribution for
various values of m.an inflow '.o , advance ratio,p, and the number
of blades. This tabutation is currently being started.

2. The actual downwash is then computed from the known blade
geometry and aircraft trim by inversion of the matrix obtained from
Eq. 17 of Ref. 8 in the manner described in that reference.

3. Knowing this downwash distribition quasi static airloads may be
obtained from Eq. 14 of Ref. 8 and the act-al airloads obtained by
suitably modifying the quasi static airloads by the appropriate F and
rF fr;nn similar to those aiven in Fig. 0.
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Steps 2 -nd 3 are trivial solutions for the computer, the bulk of time being required forthe integration of step i, hence the atte r .o tabulate these results.
"he limitations of the lifting line theory will now be discussed using for illustration

the sirmple two diren iora case. Fig. 9 ;, a sketch of an airfoil in two dimensions inthe presence of an element of vorticity iJ ' at a distance g from the airfoil. The
normal velocity w induc.j at this airfoil at a chord--ise station x due to ' d 5 is

I w(x) =

When >> b, i. e., when the element of vorticity is relatively far from the bladethen g>;, x and w is substantially constant with x. A mean value of w may then beused and this is the basis for the well known lifting line theory. When C is not largecompared to h lifting surface theory must be used. This requires that w be expressedas a Fourier "es in terms of the blade chord. The first two components of the seriesand their tih /ariation., define the blade lift. These steps have been described in de-
tail in Ref. I. Evidently computer time for such a solution would be several times morethan that required for the iifting line solution, depending on the number of chordwisestarions required to define w(x) adequately. Fortunately there are only a few instanceswhere such an approach would be required and, as is evident from the above discussion,the multiple chord station computations need be performed only over a short ;egment ofthe wake in the vicinity of the airfoil, using eqci"cnns 4 and 5 of Ref. 1. Two casesrequiring this more rigorous lifting surface theory will now be given as illustration.

The first is in the computation of the lift defciencv function C(k) = F + iG referredto above. As the shed wake approaches the airfoil or' -. b, a singularity at the trailingedge of the airfoil develops which can not be ignored if C, which determines the phaseshift, is ro be correctly evaluated. This requires he use of lifting surface theo.j. Forreasons discussed in some detail in Ref. 8, F can be closely approximated for the low re-duced frequencies of interest in rotor dynani;cs by ignoring this singularity and using meanvalues of w(x) as in lifting line theory. However i- is (always critically dependen on thechordwise variation of w(x). This was the reason for introducing the concept of a "near"and a "far" wake in Ref. 1 and using lifting surface theory in the near wake. In hoveringflight, p = 0, the near and far wakes contribute about equally to &.he final value of G butas p increases the effect of the far wake gradually diminishes until at a p of ubout. 3 onlythe effect of the near wake on G is significant. Again this follows from the above discus-
sion.

In Fig. 10 the build up of the lift deficiency function is shown for a typical case. Sub-script 1 refers to the lift deficiency function generated by the near shed wake where thenear wake is defined as being that portion extending from the rotor blade aft over the firstquarter azimuth. This portion of the lift deficiency function generally is close to the twodimensional ciassical value. Subscript 2 refers to the lift deficiency function obtained fromboth the near and far shed wakes. Subscript 3 referstothe lift deficiency function as obtainedfrom both the far shed and near shed wakes and the ccnplete trailing wake system. It is evi-dent that as the advance ratio increases the near shed Wake dominates. At the blade tip,however and for loadings concentrated over a short segment of the span, the three dinmensionalvalue of G becomes appreciably smaller t0an the two dimensional value. Frequently Itseffect-at least for blade loading computations, will not be of great significance and liftingline st:!utions may therefore prr -ide good approximations to this loading.

Ano',her case of interest in which lifting surface theory must be used is found wheni tile
. . .w.J r - . . .. .. .-. ... . .. . . . ... .. . " -: , , ' .uu w h e n n o n - r ig ai w a k e s a r e i n t r o -
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duced into the computations at low advance ratios as discussed in Ref. 10. It may alo
occur at any advance ratio in the case of a rotor wi~h a large number of blades operating
at low thrust coefficients and hence having low mean inflow velocities. The intense tip
vortex, characteristic of rotors, generated by any one blade will come close to the fol-
lowing blade and lifting line theory !hen predicts erratic and unreliable lift variations.

f jAn interesting conclusion drawn from an examination of the time history of airloads
both experimental and analytical is the very pronounced higher harmonic content of this
load close to the 900 azimuth value. Figure 16 of Ref. 1 showed the very rapid change in
downwash ocurring near this point as the blade passes over the leading edge of the vortex
spiral and the resulting lift is almost in the nature of an impulse. It was found that even
nine harmonics were insufficient to describe this rapid change of lift and good agreement
with test was only oaOined in this regime when the computer solution as obtained prior toIharmonic analysis was used. The signi'icance of this result lies in the fact ihat a vibratory
input from the rotor of frequency equal to the number of blades times the rotor speed will

| always occur regardless of the number of blac;es used. Since this type of vibratory i.aputI| arising from an impulse is particularly unpleasant any rotor modification which reduces
the impulsive nature of the lift would be desirable.

it may well be asked at this point what modifications are indicated which would
improve the vibration characteristics of the rotor. Certainly twist appears tb have a pro-
found effect on the airload distribution with 'he non-twisted blade having a higher downwash
at the tip than the twisted blade. This would tend to move the wake further away from the
rotor as each subsequent blade passes over it. Another factor is the effect of blade modifi-
cations on the higher harmonic spanwise lond distribution. The response of a rotor blade to
a given input depends on the generalized force and, if the spnnwise airload distribution is
known, this response can be modified by suitably varying the spanwise mass distribution.
The value of a better understanding of rotor aerodynamics in forward flight wi ll become
more evident once a working theory has been developed and extensively used.

It has been shown how experimental investigations over a period of years have led
to the development of analytical tools for the determination oi -otor blade dynamic loading
and how these tests hcve helped in defining objectives for the analytical solutions. ThisI work represents a small part of a larger effort over a period of years by many organizations.
However this total effort is still small compared to the magnitude of the problem and it is
hoped that the discussions in this paper and the results reported by other investigators will
stimulate greater effor in this important area.

In particular, refinements in the theory are needed to permit rigorous treatment of
fspecial cases. The effects of blade twist on the harmonic load need clarification. Simpli-

fied engineering solutions must be developed, possibly the effect of a viscous vortex core
introduced and the effects of rotor/rotor interference determined analytically. Stall flutter
and other potential instabilitips at high advance ratios due to the elastic deflection of the

|°i blade out of fle plane ol rotation must be further investigated preparatory to the proposed
increases in helicopter speeds du:ing the next decade.

Such problems are among the most in.eresting and challenging ones yet presentedI to the aeroelastician. Progress to date indicates that rational solutions to these problems
will eventually be found and in a time frame depending only on the level 3f effort expended.
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An Experimental Investigation of the Effect of c. Non-Rigid

I Wake on Rotor Blade Airlods in Transition Flight*

Norman D. Ham

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1. Introduction

Recent theoretical work at M. I. T. on rotor blade harmonic air loading, Refs. 1 and 2,
has indicated the possibility cf a portion of a blade tip vortex being drawn up into the
leading edge of the rotor disc under certain flight conditions with consequent major effects
on the blade local air loading. It is believed that these effects contribute significantly to
the vibration level of the rotor during the associated flight conditions. However no experi-
mental confirmation of the existence of the phenomenon has been available.

is the purpose of the present paper to first discuss the theoretical results indicating
the possible existence of this phenomenon, then indicate how these results can be utilized
in establishing those test conditions that will permit observation of the phenomenon, and
finally to present the experimental evidence to date of the occurrence of the phenomenon
in terms of blade measured air loading.

2. Theoretical Background

Figures I and 2 illustrate the path of the blade tip vortices for two selected advance
ratios corresponding to the so-called transition regime of a typical helicopter. Note the

r: Iseveral intersections of the forward blade by the tip vortices of all three blades. In most
flight conditions the rotor downwash is sufficiently large to carry these tip vortices well
below the rotor disc. However under certain transition conditions a pronounced upwash
occurs at the leading edge of the disc which may carry the intersecting tip vortices up through
the disc and back down again farther downstream as suggested in Ref. 3. A typical example
is shown in Figure 3.

At any point (x,y) on the trajectory of that segment of the tip vortex at ' 1800,

d V sin i + v(x)dx -- -' cos I

I Then assuming that near the disc v(x) does not vary significantly withy,

This research supported in part by the Headquarters, U. S. Army Transportation Research Command

and by the Bureau of Weapons, U. S. Navy. Reproduction, translation, publication, use anddisposal in whole or in part by or for the U. S. Government is permitted. Computer time was

made available by the MIT Computation Center.
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IV Cos i [ FV sin i + v(x)] dx
01 1 fAWd

0

and the condition for vortex intersection of the disc is given by the integral equation

f x , dx = 0

0

* where x. is the value of the x-coordinate of the trajectory when intersection occurs,3 measured along the disc fore-and-aft axis from the leading edge. The trajectory is readily
obtalnedographically a% shown in Fig. 3. Therefore theoretical plots of rotor downwash at
qi 180 can be used to predict possible intersections of the rotor disc by a tip vortex at

= 1800. Note that disc incidence . is of prime significance in determining the inter-
section point.

Downwash distributions for advance ratios of .05 and . 10, For a three bladed rotor with
twisted blades are shown in Figures 4 and 5. These distributions were calculated using the
theory of Refs. 1 and 2.

Two types of rotor wake geometry were considered in the inflow analysis. The first type,(l),
i that of the so-called "notr'rigid" wake, is based on the assumption that the tip vortex moves

with the local resultant velocity iii experiences at the instant of shedding. The second type,(2), also
thatof the "non-rigid" wake is based on the assumption that the tip vortex moves with the mean

3 local resultant velocity it experiences over an interval. Inflows resulting from both assumptions
are shown in the figures. Note the effect of a non-rigid wake on the distributions. Under the
given conditions the non-rigid wake geometry leads to a large predicted upwash near the lead-

g ing edge oi the rotor disc.
Application of the above inflow distributions to calculation of the trajectories of tip vortices

at t = 1800 indicates that vortex intersections should occur near the 800/o radius of the blade,
as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

3. Experimental Technique

The experimental equipment used in the present study was that described in Refs. 4 and 5,
modified in the present case to permit remote control of the angle of shaft tilt while the rotor

I



was operating. A general view is shown in Fig. 8. Available blades had pres'Jre irans-
ducers mounted at 490/o, 830/o, and 930/o of blade radius. The experimental technique
involved tFe recording of a timing signal and the pressure signal from the pressure trans-
ducer at the 830/o station on an Offner pen recorder for a test condition having parameters
corresponding to those for o theoretically predicted upwash at the leoding edge of the disc,
while varying shaft angle in the range indicated by the theory of Sect;on 2 to lead to
vortex intersections of the forward blade near the 830/o pressure station. When the pres-
sure trace showed peaks indicating the occurrence of the predicted intersection of $e tip
vortex with the blade near the 83 /o radius point (see Fig. 8), a complete record was
taken on a Heiland oscillograph. This record showed the signals from all three pressure
transducers as w3ll as c timing signal, and a blade flopping signal. Typ~ral Offner
pressure record, are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

1 4. Results and Discusson

The experimental results of Figure 9 *ndicate the occurrence of a large local pressure
3 fluctuation at the 830/o blade pressure station for rotors having three twisted or untwisted

blades in simulated transition flight at p .05. The pessure peak occurs at an azimuth
position of approximately 9n'°. Since the upwash conditions theoretically predicted for

3 the given flight condition and :wisted blades indicated a tip vortex intersection with the
5 rotor disc in the neighborhood of i = 1800, it is concluded that the observed pressure

fluctuation is due to the tip vortex shed by the second preceding blade passing near the
830/o pressure station of the instrumented blade. Note that the effect has approximately
the same intensity for both twisted and untwisted blades, though the shaft angles differ
for the two cases.

* The results presented in Figure 10 for p. . 10 are less clear, but are believed to show5 the effects of the presence of a tip vortex near the 83'/o pressure station. It is suspected
that in fhis case the tip vortex from the immediately preceding blade passes close to the
83/o pressure station over a much larger portion of the disc than in the !, = . 05 case.
Hence the effect appeors as a small dip at 1300 approximately and as a general in-

* crease in pressure loading in the 4=150' to 2200 region. Again the results are opproxi-
mately the same for both the twisted and untwisted blade.

The following explanation is advanced for the distributed nature of the effect. Exami
nat~on of the calculated downwash field for the rotor with twisted blades in the H . 10
flight condition revealed the presence of an upwash occurring at the 4/ = 127.5 azimuth

3 position, as shown in Figure 11. It is suspected that a region of upwash exists between
1 this azimuth position and that at 180 ° and between blade stations at 800/6 and 95°/o

radius. Unfortunate IY the chosen computation points for the theoretical downwash field
calculation did not include this region. However, existing information permits the con-

I struction of Figure 12. The two plotted points represent possible disc intersections by the
tip vortex shed from the immediately preceding blade. It is assumed, but not shown, that
a locus c intersections exists between these two points. The solid curve represents the
instantaneous position of the tip vortex shed by the preceding blade when the instrumented
blade is at the corresponding azimuth position. Finally the path of the 830/o blade pressure
station is shown by the dash-dotted curve. It is seen that the tip vortex is close to, an4
ahead of, the instrumented pressure station in the region i-- 1300 to 1500, and close to,

3 and behind, the pressure station in the region 4' = 150 to 1800. The observed harmonic
pressure fluctuations in the same azimuth regions and at the given pressure station are of a
form consistent with the above hypothesis, i.e., first a down loading due to the downwashj of an arriving vortex and then an up loading due to the upwash of a departing vortex. The



above discussion is speculative only and awaits quantitative comparison between theorett-
Cal and ixperimentai harmonic airloading for the given flight conditions. It is hoped to
obtain such comparisons in the near future.

3 5. Conclusions

kThe existence of rotor blade !mpulsive airloading due to the impingement of tip vor-
tices from preceding blades is now believed to be confirmed. The practical significance
of the effect Includes the increase of rotor operating vibration levels, particularly if the
i:ulse I applied to the anti-node of a blade bending mode. Flight conditions where
the effect is experienced by helicopters include transition flight, and hovering in ambient
winds, for example while performing plane guard or sonar dipping duties,

Possible means of eliminating such impulsive loading include rapid acceleration through
transition since large disc incidences and rotor inflows prevent the occurrence of the up-
wash fielJ at the leading edge of the disc. Another approach Is distribution of the tp vortex
strength by appropriate tip geometry or by tip blowing, as suggested in Ref. 3.

Finally, the tip vortex interference effects demonstrated by the model rotor of the
present paper are likely to influence the airloads currently being measured on full scale
rotors In corresponding flight conditions and should be considered when evaluating such3 a;rload measurements.
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3 Model Rotor Characteristics

3 6lade Raius R = 4 ft.

Number of Blades 3

3 Blade Chord 5 in.

Airfo:1 Section NACA 0012

ISolidity 0.1

Symbols

Standard NASA nomenclature Is used throughout except for-
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